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Rhode Island, South Dakota and
Montana took their turns today in the
1976 presidential primary sweepstakes
with the spotlight on the continuing
effort to keep Jimmy Carter from the
Democratic nomination.
The Republican race between
President Ford and Ronald Reagan
also continued in the three states,
where the primaries provide a warmup
for the big ones next week in California,
Ohio and New Jersey.
There were 56 Democratic delegates
and 59 on the Republican side at stake
today, compared to 540 and 320 next
week. Ford and Reagan in particular
toned down their campaigns over the
Memorial Day weekend in preparation
for a bigger effort for next week.
But Sen. Frank Church of Idaho, Gov.
Edmund G. Brown Jr. of California and
Rep. Morris K. Udall of Arizona all
made substantial efforts to halt Carter,
who went into today's contests with 8P3
of the 1,505 delegates needed for
nomination. Udall, who is second, had
301.5.
Church and Brown concentrated on
Rhode Island, which had 22 Democratic
delegates at stake, although Brown
could count only on write-in votes in the
popular vote contest and uncommitted
slates in the separate delegate selec-
tion. Udall campaigned in South
Dakota, which has 17 votes at the
•Democratic National Convention.
Church said he hoped to win in Rhode
Island and added: "I feel a surge
coming my way and I know I'm gaining
strength." He said Carter's trip into the
state was indicative of that.
But Carter said Monday he came to
Rhode Island to see his wife, who was
stumping the state, and in what he said
was an effort to increase the turnout
and thus increase his vote.
"Although the state is small, it's a
key state as far as the timing of the
primary is concerned," he said.
Udall said much the same thing about
the timing of the South Dakota
primary, where he hoped to score his
first clear-cut victory in a year that has
seen him finish second seven times,
most often to Carter. Udall was en-
dorsed by both South Dakota senators,
George McGovern and James
Abourezk, and said: "If I win in South
Dakota I'll have the momentum to win
in Ohio, and if I win there, we'll have an
open Democratic covention."
Church, meanwhile, was expected to
do well in Montana, next door to his
home state of Idaho, where he won last
week with over 80 per cent of the vote.
The Republieans award delegates
according to a formula that rewards
states that have voted for the party in
the past, and smaller and more rural
states often get bonuses from it. South
Dakota and Montana have 20 delegates
each and Rhode Island 19.
Neither Ford nor Reagan cam-
paigned in any of the three, Reagan
concentrating on his home state of
California and Ford remaining in
Washington after a trip to the West
Coast last week.
Also on tap was a Senate primary in
Mississippi, where Sen. John C. Stennis
is seeking nomination to a sixth term.
He was a heavy favorite over E.
Michael Marks, a political unknown
who campaigned in 82 counties.
In other political developments
Monday:
—McGovern, the party's 1972
presidential nominee, fired two top
staff aides who were identified as
leaders of a movement to stop Carter.
McGovern said he wanted no part of
such a movement and added: "The fact
that I have endorsed Congressman
Udall in the Massachusetts, Wisconsin,
Michigan and South Dakota primaries
does not mean I will permit my office to




Partly cloudy today 'throughWed-
nesday.
A chance of showers with a few
thundershowers today and tonight
diminishing to a slight chance Wed-
nesday. Highs today in the mid 70s.
Lows tonight in the mid and upper 50s.
Highs Wednesday low and mid 70s.
The outlook for Thursday is partly
cloudy with a slight chance of showers.
Rain chances are 30 per cent today, 30
per cent tonight and 20 per cent Wed-
nesday.
—Thomas B. Curtis, former chair-
man of the Federal Election Com-
mission, said he is endorsing Reagan
for president because of Ford's action
in signing new FEC legislation which
Curtis found faulty. Curtis said he
would work for Reagan in his home
state of Missouri, which he once
represented in Congress.
--Sen. Alan Cranston, D-Calif., said
in Berkeley, Calif., he believes Sen.
Edward Kennedy of Massachusetts
would accept the presidential
nomination "under the right cir-
cumstances" and that Kennedy would
accept the No. 2 spot on a ticket headed
by Sen. Hubert H. Flumphry.
Kennedy has said consistently he
would not run for president this year.
—Rep. Tom Steed, D-Okla., a long-
time friend and colleague of House
Speaker Carl Albert, said Albert may
have "had enough" of Washington and
forecast he will not run for another
term.
Albert was not available for com-
ment, but has said previously he had
not decided whether to run for re-
election.
15' Per Copy Two Sections - 18 Pages
AID TO POISON CONTROL CENTER—Jerr
y McCoy, right, president of
the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees, presents a chec
k to Steve Durbin,




Fatal To Local Man
One man was fatally injured and
three persons were treated and
released with injuries received in a two-
vehicle accident on Highway 641 N.
about 8:00 p.m. Monday night.
Early B. Stubblefield, age 80, died
this morning at 5:25 a.m. from injuries
received in the accident. Treated and
released from the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital were Theresa Garland,
Don Futrell and Doyle Futrell.
Investigating officers for the Murray
Police Department said that ap-
parently Stubblefield, who was alone in
his car, was headed north on U.S. 641
and that Don Futrell, Rt. 1, Alrno, was
168 To Receive Diplomas In
MHS Graduation On Thursday
One hundred and sixty-eight seniors
at Murray High School will receive
diplomas in the commencement
exercises at Ty Holland Stadium,
THE DR. L J. HORTIN AWARD OF HONOR was presented to Paula G
ail
Donner by Hortin at the Tilghman Bell staff and journalism banquet. The
annual award is presented to the Bell staff member who has contributed
the most to good staff morale throughout the school year and exhibits
those qualities possessed by an ideal staffer. Hortin, retired director of the
Murray State journalism department and the Ohio Univ. school of jour-
nalism, was honored by the Tilghman Bell because of his contributions to
protessional and educational journalism.
Eighth and Main Streets, on Thursday,
June 3, at 8:00 p.m. In case of rain the
commemcement will be held at Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University.
The diplomas will be presented by
Don Henry, chairman of the Board of
Education, with the recognition of
honor students to be by Eli Alexander,
principal, and John Hina, assistant
principal.
Fred Schultz, Superintendent, will
present an address entitled " '76: A
Look Back — A Look Ahead." The
processional and recessional will be by
the Murray High Band with a special
selection, "I Believe" to be by the
Senior Ensemble.
Miss Sharon Steele will give the
valedictory address with Mark Homra
to give the salutatory address. Tarpl
ey
Jones will give the invocation and Todd
4"-Ilarrison will give the benediction.
The Baccalaureate was held Sunday
at the First Baptist Church with the
sermon by Dr. James A. Fisher, Sr.,
minister of the First United Methodist
Church.
Special music was by the Girls
Chorus who sang "A Parting Blessing."
The processional was by Karen Turner
and the recessional was by Lisa
Francis and Karen Turner. Rev. C. E.
Timberlake, minister of St. John's
Baptist Church, gave the invocation
and benediction.
Sponsors of the senior class are
Margo Chadwell, Sally Crass, Wanda
Gough, Clara Humphrey, Sue Miller,
Betty Scott, Haron West, and Evon
Kelley.
Members of the senior class are as
follows:
Ken Adams, Karen Allbritterf, Kate
Apperson, Mary Arnold, Bill Bailey,
Beverly Barnett, Randy Barnett, Robin
Bayles, Cindy Black, Lemuel Blanton,
Booming Business Reported At
State Parks Over Memorial Day
Thousands of Memorial Day
vacationers were ushered out by
thunderstorms as they left Kentucky
arks, but they apparently were un-
daunted by showers and thun-
dershowers earlier in the three-day
weekend.
Park lodges, cabins and cam-
pgrounds were jammed, and there was
plenty of outdoor activity between
rainstorms, according to park officials
reached by telephone Monday.
At Kentucky Dam Village State
Resort Park, "they were going at the
various facilities full blast," said Mrs.
Anne Wagner, wife of the park
superintendent.
We had some short showers, but
nothing that dampened anybody's
spirits," she said. "It was a beautiful
weekend."
She said the park's campground's
were "overflowing" and the campers
weren't discouraged by the shower-
s--"not until right now."
A heavy thunderstorm was sweeping
through the park Monday afternoon,
she said, "and they're shelling out of
the camping ground pretty fast."
At Kenlake State Resort Park on the
western edge of Kentucky Lake. it
rained all day Sunday but we didn't lose
anybody," said an assistant to park
Supt. Mack Fitts. "We were surprised
nobody left early."
The Kenlake campground also "filled
up and overflowed" and the boatdock
was constantly busy, the assistant
superintendent said. "They're spending
their money."
Crowds leaving Rough River Lake
State Resort Park also were ushered
out by a Monday afternoon thun-
derstorm, said business manager Tony
Lugers. "We had a real big rain just
now and it cleared everybody out."
He said rain Friday night "put a
damper on things at first, but it was full
all weekend in the lodge and the
campground was full.
"We have a beach and that was full.
too," he said. "It was probably one of
the biggest weekends we'll have all
year."
He said a counter at the park gate
indicated that about 10,000 vehicles had
entered since the holiday weekend
began Friday evening.
Lake Cumberland State Resort Park
"had a couple of rooms empty Friday
night, but we were full Saturday night
and full Sunday night in the lodge and
the cottages," said front desk super-
visor Jane Smith.
The campgrounds were full. Cob. -he
said. "Sunday it didn't rain all day and
it got real hot, so there were quite a ew
people skiing.
"There were people on the tenn,i
courts most all the time and they were
playing golf and swimming, too.. There
were a lot of people who dropped in that
we couldn't accomodate," she said.
It rained Saturday at Cumberland
Falls State Resort Park, bosine.ss
manager Ken Thomas said, and "that
maybe kept a few people away from the
pool.
"But the campgrounds didn't empty
out. We had more than 100 per cent both
nights," Thomas said. "It cleared up
Sunday and we had a tremendous
crowd, more than 5,000 people Sunday
alone.
"It was a real good holiday. We were
busy," he said. "This and Labor Day
are probably the biggest weekend-
s—except now and then we have a big
weekend in between when everybody
)114 decides to come out."
Barbara Bliven, Randy Blue, Pam
Booden, Lee Ann Boone, Tony Boone,
Bill Boston, -
Martin Boyd, Randy Brandon,
Theresa Brees, Lindy Bridwell, Mikel
Burkeen, Mark Cavitt, Debra Chilcutt,
Bruce Clayton, Mark Cohoon, Phyllis
Coleman, Debbie Cunningham, Ricky
Cunningham, Vicky Cunningham,
Tammy Curd, Maria Daniel, Robin
Dowdy,
Jeff Dunn, Randy Dunn, Billy Dyer,
Mark Elkins, Phyllis Elkins, Debbie
Emerson, Sheila Foster, David Frank,
Jane Fridy, Leslie Furc.hes, John
Gallagher, Gina Garland, Becky Gould,
Cindy Gould, Joe Graves, Greg Grogan,
Kim Grogan, Don Guthrie, Gary
Hainsworth, Ted Hale, David Hall,
Todd Harrison, Marc Hayes, Donna
Heathcott, Stan Henley, Robbie Hib-
bard, Chuck Higginbotham, Allyson
Holt, Mark Homra, Laura Hopkins,
James Horn buckle,
Dawn Hornsby, Brenda Hough,
David Hudspeth, Becky Humphreys,
Raymond Ingram, Cindy Jetton,
Charles Johnson, Cindy Johnson, Kirk
Johnson, Lisa Jones, Monroe Jones,
Shelia Jones, Tarpley Jones, Sammy
Kelley, Regina Kinsolving,
Leslie Klein, Linus Kodman, Chris
Kurz, Glenda Ladd, Dean Lampkins,
Kevin Lawson, Don Leach, Debbie Lee,
Cindy Leslie, Jack Lile, Teresa Long,
Risa Lowe, Sally Matarazzo, Sharon
McConnell, Judy McCuiston,
Mickey McCuiston, Billy McDougal,
Pat McMillen, Donna McNeely, Cindy
McPherson, Lisa McReynolds, Cheryl
Milam, Gary Moore, Van Mott, Paul
Mueller, Thu Huong Nguyen, David
Noffsinger, Mary Pace, Dayid Parks,
Tommy Pasco,
Reginald Payne, Charles Perry,
Peggy Piech, Jim Pinkston, Jenne
Pool, Jill Pritchard, Mike Ramsey,
Linda Ftangsom, Cindy Reclnour, Willie
Nell Reed, Jeff Reeder, Debbie Rhodes,
Teresa Rice, Beth Richardson, Ray
Riley, Marsha Robertson,
Paul Robertson, Sarah Ross, Johnny
Scott, Joni Scott, Tyler Seale, Dewey
Seigler, Nan Shuffett, Kameil Sim-
mons, Jackie Sims, Rusty Sims, Billy
Smith, Jeff Smith, Lewis Smith, Randy
Smotherman, John Spradling,
Terry Stalls, Sharon Steele,
Dorisanna Steely, Mike Stephen.son,
Debbie Suiter, Lindy Suiter, Keith
Tabers, Renee Taylor, Cindy Thom-
pson, Greg Thompson, Becky Thornton,
Tony Thurmond, Phyllis Tibbs,
Michelle Timmerman, Kim Trevathan,
Terry Turner, Robert Underwood,
Steve Utley, Lori Vaughn, Sherry
Vaughn, Mark Alan Vinson, Diane
Whited, Bob Wilder, Donnie Williams,
Steve Winchester, Sue Windrum, Lisa
Winters, Kathy Wrye, and Sharon
Wyatt.
driving the second vehicle headed south
on U.S. 641, when the accident oc-
curred.
The two vehicles collided at the in-
tersection of U. S. 641 and Stadium
View Drive, the investigating officers
said. Doyle Futrell and Miss Garland
were both passengers in the pick-up
truck driven by Don Futrell.
Mr. Stubblefield, a resident of Rt. 6,
Murray, was born June 1, 1896.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs. Maggie
Falwell Stubblefield, Murray Route
Six; son-in-law, Robert Lee Kelley, and
two grandsons, Robert Lee Kelley, Jr.,
and William Earl Kelley, Frankfort;
one sister, Mrs. Ellen Butts, Indian
Rock, Fla.
Funeral arrangements are in-
complete but the Max Churchill
Funeral Home will be in charge.
Sales Tax To Be
Lifted From Some
Farm Items June 18
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( API — Farmers
should be paying a little less for
livestock feed supplements and
chemicals used in livestock and poultry
production after the 5 per cent state
sales tax is lifted from such items June
19.
The exemption was authorized by the
1976 General Assembly. Pre-mixed
feeds already were exempt from the
tax.
The same law also removes the tax
from machinery repair and
replacement parts. It covers batteries,
tires, plow points, fan belts, mufflers,
spark plugs and other motor and
assembly parts.
The state Revenue Department said
the exclusion applies only to parts
necessary to the operation of
,machinery, adding that tax still will be
collected on tractor attachments or




Rabies clinics will be held throughout
Calloway County on June 2, 3 and 4
under the sponsorship of the Calloway
County Health Department and local
veterinarians.
The schedule for the clinics is as
follows:
Wednesday, June 2 — 9 a.m., Penny;
10 a.m., Stella; 11 a.m., Kirksey
School; 1 p.m., Almo School; 3 p.m.,
Dexter; 4 p.m., Cooks Grocery; 5 p.m.,
East Y Grocery.
Thursday, June 3 — 9 a.m., Hazel
School: 10 a.m., Clayton's Store; 11
a.m., New Providence; 1 pm., Hamlin;
2 p.m., New Concord School; 3 p.m.,
Bonner 's Grocery; 4 p.m., Donelson's
Grocery; 5 p.m., Faxon school.
Friday, June 4 — 9 a.m., Midway; 10
a.m., Crossland; 11 a.m., Morton's
Store; 1 p.m., Sinking Spring Church; 2
p.m., Lynn Grove; 4 p.m., Brown's
Grove; 5 p.m., Coldwater.
TODAY'S INDEX
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WORKERS HONORED—Baffetta Wrather, ( alloway Count
y Home Fionomics Agent, and Fred Gillum, local 4-H
extension agent, were honored hs their fellow employes of the Callo
way County Extension office at a luncheon
last week here. Mrs. Wrather is retiring and Gillum is leaving for ano
ther position. From left, Mr. and Mrs. Ted
Howard, Mrs. Wrather, and Gillum "- Staff Photo
 h David fish
V 7040:••••••••w.






A*Ff.kaaa;:aaaa;SSS.SSS:a• By MRS. W. P. WILLIAMS ;SSsataaaa-s:-.aa-asi:.
I walked down through the
woods a few days ago and
found a cluster of violets. I
was reminded of a dear friend
who loves violets so dearly.
They are so dainty and shed
their subtle fragrance around
so tinobstrusively that we all
enjoy them.
The older residents of Paris
will remember Mr. B.
Franklin Hunter. His
daughter Mrs. Helen Roberts,
gave me a copy of her father's
poems and one of them is on
the violet. I want to quote the
closing verses and wish I
could use the whole poem:
"Tell us, we pray, of the
things you know.
Speak, gentle flower, if only
you can!
What is the power that has
"'made you -so?
Is it the love that you have
for MAN?
Then be our loves like your
spring-time flower!
Ever, our hearts be as
guileless and true!
Greetings to you in this
Spring-time hour!
Would that the world were
as pure as you!
A lovely poem, beautifully
expressed, evidently written
by one who loved flowers.
Nature has inspired so many
writers to express themselves
in poetry. There is indeed an
uplifting of the spirits as one
considers the wonders on this
earth with all its natural
beauty. The interesting thing
to me is that after so many
books and articles have been
written about a certain flower,
there is still so much to learn.
We can never probe the entire
mystery of a flower. I am glad
this is true, for that is what
makes it all so fascinating. All
we need to know is that God
created a blossom, man has
improved some of them, they
are here for us to tend, to
enjoy and propagate.
I was delighted to see my
new rose, "Angel Face" open
up its beautiful spray of
lavender blossoms this week
Pale lavender on the inside,
deepening to an almost
purple at its outer petals that
are curled and waved, it is a
dainty everblooming
Floriounda. I have room for
only a few roses. So a couple of
pink ones, a white one and the
Angel Face make up my
entire rose garden.
As soon as the Azaleas have
finished their last bloom, it
will be necessary to give them
a feeding of good azalea food.
They will need plenty of water
also as the warmer days
arrive. The other tasks of this
month are to continue our
fight on weeds and pests that
interfere with the growth of
plants. Roses take almost
weekly dusting throughout the
summer, all sorts of bugs and
worms insist on feeding on our
treasured plants. So eternal
vigilance is the rule of the day
Christian Women's Fellowship
Has Luncheon And Program
The general meeting of the
Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church was held
Tuesday, May 18, at twelve
noon in the library of the
church with a potluck lun-
cheon and end-of-the-year
business session and program.
The business session was
presided over by Mrs. Walter
Apperson, general chairman,
who opened the meeting with
the CWF prayer. A final
financial report was given by
Mrs. Nell Robbins, general
treasurer, and each group
secretary brought reports
from her group.
The new officers for the
1976-77 year were presented to
the group and affirmed as
follows:
Mrs. Walter Apperson,
chairman; Mrs. Steve Shaw,
first vice-chairman and study
chairman; Mrs. Clyde Jones,
second vice-chairman and
worship chairman; Mrs. Davy
Hopkins, secretary; Mrs. R.
H. Robbins, treasurer; Mrs.
Lucille Austin, corresponding
secretary and reporter; Mrs.
Bailey Gore and Mrs. Del
Fleming, service co-
chairmen; Mrs. B. D. Hall and
Mrs. Lessie Pickard, mem-
bership co-chairmen; Mrs.
Bill Warren, Mrs. Joe Cart-
wright, and Mrs. Frank
Wainscott, librarians.
Group chairmen are Mrs.
Woodfin Hutson, 1, Mrs.
Margie Hays, II, and Miss
Rebecca Dublin, IV.
The guest speaker for the
afternoon program was Mrs.
Betty Cooke of Mayfield who
presented a challenging and
inspiring program on the
topic, "Accent The Positive."
The luncheon was served
buffet style from a table
covered with a white linen
cloth and centered with a
lovely arrangement of yellow
snapdragons in a bronze
container.
About twenty members and
two visitors were present.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Wesley Wyatt of Kirksey























Miss Deborah Lynne Harrison
and Richard Wayne Stone
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Harrison of Sedalia Route One an-
nounce the engagement and approaching marriage of their
only daughter, Deborah Lynne, to Richard Wayne Stone, son of
Mrs. June Stone and the late Harold Stone of Murray Route
Seven.
Miss Harrison is a 1971 graduate of Cuba High School. She at-
tended Murray State University and is presently employed by
Parker Ford, Inc., Murray.
Mr. Stone attended Calloway County High School and is no
employed by General Tire and Rubber Company, Mayfield.
The couple has selected Saturday, July 24, as their wedding
date. The ceremony will be solemnized at seven p.m. at the
Pentecostal Church of God in Lynnville with Rev. Jerry
Bynum officiating at the double ring ceremony. A reception
will follow.
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend




By Abigail Van Buren
t 1976 by CINKago Svnd
DEAR Alt,BBY: I am going into the hospital for tour or
five days to have silicone breast implants. A good friend of
mine who is also my neighbor has offered to look after my
two children during the day in her home.
My problem is another neighbor who is in and out of my
house several times a day. She is quite a busybody, and I
don't want her to know where I am and why.
I've thought of telling her I'm going to visit my mother
who lives out of the state, but then she's wonder why I
wouldn't be taking my pre-schooler. I could also tell her I'm
going to the hospital for a D and C.
Or I could just leave and not tell her anything, but she
would see my husband taking my kids to my neighbor's
house and back, and she'd be sure to ask him where I was.
The neighbor who is caring for my children knows the
facts and can be trusted not to say anything, but I don't
want Mrs. Busybody to know. What should I tell her?
WANTS PRIVACY
DEAR WANTS: Tell her you're going to the hospital for
minor surgery. Period. I P.S. And if she presses for more
information, tell her it's a personal matter.)
DEAR ABBY: In response to DISGUSTED IN
CHICAGO, who complained about the service in a
restaurant: No! Walking toward the door without paying
will not do it.
Last year, my husband and I waited one-half hour fol. the
bill in a fashionable Palm Springs restaurant. In
desperation, my husband finally went to get the waitress
himself. She said she'd be "right over."
We waited for another 15 minutes, and he again went
looking for her and saw her through the kitchen window
talking to the help. Finally, after waiting for another 15
minutes, we got up and stood by the exit door for five
minutes. Everyone was looking at us and knew what we had
in mind, but when the waitress still didn't come, we walked
out without paying our bill for $26.
It was not even a busy evening. I hope she had to pay for
our bill. What would you have done?
MADELEINE
DEAR MADELEINE: I'd have located the manager,
paid my bill (sans tip) and told him why he shouldn't expect
'to see us again.
DEAR ABBY: A- quote from your column, "Violence
begets violence," calls te mind the words of the late Mao in
Luther King Jr. (from his book, "Stride Toward Freedom'):
"To retaliate in kind would do nothing but intensify the
existence df hate in the universe. Along the way of life.
someone-Myst have sense enough and morality enough to
cut off The ,chain of hate." -
Thanks for trying, Abby.
YOUR MEMPHIS ADM Ill) R
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Know," send SI to Abigail Van Boren, 132 Lasky Dr.,
Beverly Hills, Calif 902l2. Please enclose a long,
self.addressert, stamped 1241) envelope
Camp Bear Creek Girl
Scout Gives
Camp Bear Creek Girl Scout
Camp is a council-owned site
on Kentucky Lake in Marshall
County. The Camp is located
five miles east of Route 68 on
Highway 962 at Fairdealing.
The 183 wooded acres provide
for overnight troop camping,
established camping,
cookouts, hikes, canoeing,
sailing, swimming and rifle
safety.
The six individually con-
tained, separate, private unit
sites can provide privacy and
a spirit of individual camping
for several groups at any one
time.
The summer sessions of Girl
Scout Camping begin the first
of four weeks June 27.
Accommodations are still
available for any interested
campers or staff. Contact
'stings
Bear Creek Girl Scout
Council, 540 North 32nd St.,
Paducah, Kentucky,
telephone 443-8704.
COST: $35.00 per camper
per week, $25.00 for 2nd child
in a family per,week, $17.50 for
3rd or more children in a
family per week, $70,00
counselor-in-training - entire
season, $65.00 two week
session, and $5.00 additional
sur charge for non-scouts and
out of council scouts.
Dates: June 21 - .June 26,
Staff Training, June 27 -July 3
Session I, July 4 - July 10
Session II, July 1I-July 17
Session III, July 18 - July 24
Session IV, June 27 - July 10
Two Week Session (Sessions I
& Elf, and July 25 - July 26
Staff.
Miss Debbie Eldridge Honored
At Shower, Community Room
Miss Debbie Eldridge, June
10th bride-elect of Richard
Adair, was the honoree at a
bridal shower held at the
Community Room of the
Federal Savings and Loan
building on Tuesday, May 18,
at 7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Bobby
Eike and Mrs. Odell Lamb as
hostesses.
The bride-elect was attired
in a beige and yellow floral
dress. She was presented a
corsage of yellow daisies and
baby's breath by the
hostesses. Mrs. Aubrey
Eldridge, mother of the
honoree, and Mrs. Sandy
Adair of Calvert City, grim-
dmother of the groom-elect,
were presented hostesses' gift
corsages of yellow daisies.
The room was decorated in
the color scheme of yellow and
white. Cake, punch, nuts, and
mints were served buffet style
from the table overlaid with a
white lace cloth centered with
a bridal cake with a bride and
groom statuette. Crystal
appointments were used.
Miss Eldridge was the
recipient of many lovely gifts
including ironstone din-
nerware from the hostesses.
About forty-five persons
were present or sent gifts.
Your Individual HoroscopeFrance. Drake
 e
FOR WEDNESDAY, JUNE 2, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
A good spot for your
aggressiveness, your ingenuity
and boundless ambitions. Do
use them for sound purposes.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21
It may not be easy to ap-
preciate all suggestions and
directives but, with all your
strength and self-confidence,
back those you know to be
timely and well thought-out.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 211
A good day for finances.
Outlook especially favorable if
you are planning to launch long-
range ventures.
CANCER
( June 72 to July 23) 0(1
Accent is on family rela-
tionships now. In fact, a parent
or senior relative could give you




(July 24 to Aug. 23) I/tick
One of those days in which
your innate directness will not
entirely pay off If you need a
favor, use a subtle and
imaginative approach.
VIRGO
Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 IP%
A day of surprises! Not only
will someone you've helped in
the past return the favor but an
added bonus "thrown in" will
dehght you.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 231 Airl
Not a good day for trying to
push pet schemes; for taking
the initiative generally. Con-
centrate on routine activities.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nt•I'V
Achievement will be largely
up to yourself now. You won't







Baby Girl Hopkins (Mother




Margaret Camp, 806 N. 17th
St., Murray, Mrs. Glothine
Denton, 522 Edison, Royal
Oak, Mich., Steve Houghton,
Rt. 6, Box 68. Murray, Mrs.
Rhonda Green, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Miss Lisa Wilson, 1514 Can-
terbury, Murray, Mrs. Olen
Judd, Rt. 6, Murray, Eugene
Manning, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs.
Shirlee Hughes, Rt. 3, Box 381,
Murray. Mrs. Carolyn
Camfield and Baby Boy, Box
48, Dexter, Mrs. Kaye Parker,
Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Ruby
Smith, Rt. 2, Buchanan,
Tenn., Ovie Treas, Rt. 4,
Murray, Kitt Green, Box 185
Paris. Tenn., Mrs. Dottie
703 Riley, Muetay, Herman
Lovins, 416 S. 16th St.,
Murray, Commie Cain, 805 S
4th St., Murray
but YOU can light the fires of
enthusiasm and good will.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) lerkt!'
Talk over controversial issues
in a businesslike, objective
fashion, not permitting per-
sonalities to enter the fray. Pay
no attention to those who dic.sent
on "general principle."
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 1/
You won't find any hiding
place for your problems, so you
might just as well face up to
them and work them out. But do
so in a relaxed manner and with
no anxiety.
AQUARIUS
)' Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) 174:
You may be up against some
unusual competition in your
field, so keep your eye on the
ball. With your fine intelligence,
you should find ways to outrun
the best.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 )(Qr
Some misleading influences.
Take all "inside information"
and "sure tips" with the
proverbial grain of salt.
YOU BORN TODAY are an
extremely outgoing individual,
always ready for action and
never satisfied with mediocre
accomplishment. Actually, you
are a perfectionist at heart, but
this constant striving for the
highest degree of excellence
often brings on anxieties and
nervous tension. You MUST
learn to relax. Governed by
Mercury, you love to travel and,
as a child of the • 'winged
messenger," may have an
absorbing interest in aviation or
any branch of the com-
munications media. You could
also excel as an actor,
musician, scientist, inventor or
novelist. Birthdate of Thomas
Hardy, renowned Eng. author;
Sir Edward Elgar, composer;
Pope Pius X, Johnny Weiss-
mu/ler, noted swimmer and
film star I "Tarzan").
Coffee Cup Chatter
By University of Kentucky
County Extension Agents
For Home Economics
Window shades made from
fabric to match wallpaper or
other fabrics in a room add
decorating interest. Fabric
laminated to a coating
backing holds its new ap-
pearance longer. The backing
protects the fabric from dirt
and sunlight entering a
window. And is a good in-




members of the family an
opportunity to voice their
opinions concerning matters
that affect their work and
family living. If the older
children are a cart of the
decision-making team, they
will be more understanding of
the goals to be reached and the
problems to be solved.
Through this experience they
will learn and be able to help




To remove' shirt collar stain
rings, rub white chalk on the
grease ring before you put the
shirt in the hamper. The chalk
will absorb the grease and it
will wash out in the laundry. —
Judy Hetterman, Hickman.
+++
One of the most important
lessons to be learned in
safeguarding your home
against burglars is to put
yourself in the shoes of the
criminal before you attempt to
understand him, catch him or
defend yourself against him. A
burglar doesn't begin inside
your house. First, he has to
find an easy point of entry or
approach to your property.
Begin examining the safety of
your house by taking a walk
around your block and then
around your house, looking at
the security of your property.
—Juanita Amonett, Paducah.
+++
The teenagers in a family
are more likely to share
confidences and problems if
the home atmosphere is
relaxed and pleasant and if
you are an unhurried listener.
— Mrs. Sue Fraser, Bardwell.
+++
To give proper shaping and
body to lightweight knit,
underline it with new fusible
tricot interfacing-underlining.
It will stretch and recover
with a knit, yet provide the
shape and support necessary
while eliminating sagging and
over-stretch. — Dean Roper,
Mayfield.
+++
Keep two trash cans in the
kitchen — one for paper items
and the other for tin cans and
anything else that cannot be
burned. The paper can be
burned without having lef-
tovers to get scattered. — Pat
Curtsinger, Benton.
+++
If you need softened butter
in a hurry, shred it on a
vegetable grater using the




The piano students of
Margaret Wilkins were
presented in recital May 23 at
Memorial Baptist Church.
Centering around the theme
"A Musical Salute to
America's Bicentennial," the
student selections reflected
the wide variety of influences
which have shaped America's
growth and history. Selections
included pioneer ballads,
church hymns, pop favorites,
cowboy ballads, Indian tribal
melodies, patriotic marches,
state songs, transportation
and work songs, barber-shop
quarter music, ragtime, and
folk songs.
Students participating in the
recital were as follows: Lisa
Mikulcik, Matthew Ferguson,
Tony Beal, John Hassell,
Brian Duncan, Kim Jenkins,
Lynne Richerson, Jill John-




Jann Washer, Bart Washer.
Gary Murdock, Tammy
Treas, May Umar, Elizabeth
Fain, Brenda Murdock, Julie
Peebles, and Diana Duncan.
May Umar and Jill Johnson
were awarded special prizes
for having attained the highest
scores in the practicing





WHY WE CAN FILL
ANY PRESCRIPTION?
Although we have thousands of different medicines
in our prescription laboratory, our reference books
list many thousands more. Yet, rarely do we not have
in stock the medicines physicians, even those in
distant cities. prescribe
RN reading drug and inedical Journals ana staying
right up-to-date we know those medicine's that are
being called for most often. And leading drug
manufacturers send us a supply of each new drug as
soon as it is released for safe public use.
The Clinic Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Free Delivery-No Service Charge
Open 64 Hrs. Per Week
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Doecrld Reba, R.Ph
Steve Compton R Pis
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Offer Expires June 30
There's more to you
than meets the eye
We specialize in individual and family
portraits that are as unique and - - --
sensitive as their subiects. In-studio or
on location, well work with you to
create a portrait that's honestly you.
So get_your family together. Or get
yourself together. Stop in today and





One 11 x 14, One 8 10,
Two 5 7, nine billfold sire
NOW ONLY $5900
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May 17, at seven p.m. at
University Branch, Bank of
Murray for its monthly
meeting, with Betty Baker,
president, presiding.
The Kentucky Division
Convention report was made
by the president. Those at-
tending in Louisville were
Betty Baker, Patsy Dyer, Ann
Harris, Helen Spann, Becky
Armstrong, Joyce Haley and
Faye Wells, CPS.
The Murray Chapter
presented Betty Baker with a
gift for having served as
president, and Patsy Dyer
with a gift, for serving two
*awn
years as treasurer of Ken-
tucky Division, N. S. A.
Officers for the coming
years were installed who are:








president out-lined her plans
for the year and listed new
committees. Twenty-two
members and four guests,
Jean Fleming, Diane Johnson,
Mayre Palmer and Marie
Tilghman, were present.
Members of the World Friendship Club saw pictures
from the Philippines and Germany at the April meeting
held at the Baptist Student Center. Gracie Erwin of
Kirksey photographed those present-Nay Marvin,
Philippines, Renee Butler, Spring Creek, Ola Mae Rober-
ts, Cherry Corner, Edith Noffsinger, Murray First, Edna
Butler, Spring Creek, and Monica Walston, Germany.
Close dampers
for summer
In summer it is best to keep the
dampers of your hot water baseboard
closed. in winter those dampers are
used to regulate the heat output, either
full open, or adjusted to some inter-
mediate' position. Warm air flows out
through those dampers in natural con-
vection current, without power
blowers.
In summer, with no air moving
through, dust can settle inside, says the
Better Heating-Cooling Council, so they
can be kept closed throughout the
house. When you open the dampers in
the fall the fins inside are clean and
ready to heat the room
Thank You
I have appreciated the confidence you have
shown by letting me write your insurance.
It has become necessary for me to leave the in-
surance business and I have sold my agency to
the Joe Sledd Insurance Agency located at 505
Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071,
Joe Sledd will continue to renew and service
your business, so please call him at 753-5842 or
visit his office any time.
I will be continuing my Real Estate Business












Baby Girl DEm (mother
Linda Li, Rt. 2-Bx 209,
Murray, Baby Girl Poole
(mother Gail A. i, Rt. 4-Bx 780,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Lottie Duncan, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Miss Justine Gimple,
Rt. 1, Hickory, Mrs. Patricia
A. Saylors, 1700 Main,
Murray, Mrs. Carol la Futrell,
1414'a B Vine St., Murray, D.
W. Fox, Rt. 8, Murray, Miss
Donna J. McCord, Olive Blvd..
Murray, William A. Bailey,
1636 Main, Murray, Dan G.
Thompson, Rt. 8, Murray,
Miss Vicki R. Kloke, 1101 B
Main St., Murray, Ulis L.
Woods, Rt. 1, Murray, Mrs.
Shelda D. Keeling and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Dexter, Raymond
H. Rodden, Rt. 6-Box 9,
Murray, Mrs. Sharon Scott
and Baby Girl, 414 College
Cts., Murray, Mrs. Johnnie P.
Cox, Kirlasey, Hubert McCoil
(expired), Box 44. Lynn
Grove, Rudy Russell (ex-






Baby Girl Moore i Rose). 318
S. 10th St., Mayfield.
DISMISSALS-.Miss Nocole L. Mulkey, Rt.
3, Mayfield, Misa. Robin R.
Evans, Rt. 2, Big Sandy,
Tenn., Mrs. Donna C.
Mc Wane, Box, 76 Hardin, Mrs.
Mary E. Hosford, 1621 Olive,
Murray, Mrs. Joann Higgins,
392 N. 7th St., Murray,
Maxwell Crouch, Rt. 1,
Murray, Mrs. Kathy M.
Evitts, Rt. 1, Hazel, Mrs.
Peggy A. Hendon, 228 S. 15th
St., Murray, L. la Yearry, Rt.
5, Murray, Donna F. Hughes,
Rt. 5, Murray. Tassanilla
Hopson, Rt. 6. Box 295.
Murray, Mrs. Helen F.
Melugin, 1312 Farris, Murray,
Mrs. Alberta J. Arnett, Rt. 7,
Murray, Wanda L. Todd, Rt. 6,
Murray. James S. Outland,
807 S. 9th St., Murray, Danny
M. Nix, 911 Waldrop, Murray,
Mrs. Marie C. Birdsong, Rt. 1,
Cadiz, Mrs. Mary L. Sparks.
Rt. 1, Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
Miss Debbie F. Filbeck, Rt. 3,
Benton, Clifford Garrison, 707
Sycamore. Murray, Mrs.
Betty L. Brandon and Baby
Boy, Rt. 3, Murray, Steve M.
Willard, 1119 Baldwin,
Bowling Green, Mrs. Gaynelle
Herndon, 323 Irvan, Murray,










1 or 2 cans i each 334 ounces)
brisling sardines
Trim a little bit of the white
from the bottom of each egg so
they can stand. Cut off tops and
remove yolks; mash yolks with
mayonnaise, salt, mustard and
anchovy paste; fill egg-white
cavities with mixture. Dram
sardines and sieve egg-white
bottoms that were cut off over
them. Nice served with lemon
wedges (for the sardines) plus











The Golden Age Club held
its May luncheon meeting at
the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church with
a special Bicentennial
program planned and
supervised by Mrs. Joe
Gertzen, club president.
Several musical numbers
appropriate to the theme,
"Let Freedom Ring," were
sung. Members presented a
colorful scene in costumes of
"Immigrants." Those taking







Eulalaa Jaboaari, Statue of
Liberty.
Mother skit was entitled
"Citizens of the United
States." Those taking part








"The Little Red School




The women of the Memorial
Baptist Church will leave the
church at 4:30 p.m. for retreat
to Brandon Springs in Land
Between the Lakes, and will
return about two p.m. Wed-
nesday. Cost is eight dollars
per person.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall
at seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at seven p.m. at
Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Wednesday, June 2
Golf with Sadie Ragsdale as
hostess and bridge with Reva
Shelton as hostess will be at
9:30 a.m. at Oaks Couptry
Club. Sack lunch at noon.
Ninth Ladies' George Hart
Golf Tournament will be at the
Murray Country Club.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at Gleason Hall.
Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women are scheduled to meet
at seven p.m.
Mission organizations of
Flint Baptist Church will meet
at seven p.m.
Wednesday, June!
Story hour for present',
children will be at ten am
and for school age children a
three p.m. at the Calloway
County Public library.
Baptist Women, Baptist
Young Women, and Acteens
will meet at Cherry Corner
Church at seven p.m.
Hand Loom Weaving
Workshop will be from nine to
11:30 a.m. at Empire ,Farm,
Land Between the Lakes. ar
Thursday, June 3
Blood pressure screening
tests will be given free by
Northwestern Mutual at
downtown branch of Bank of
Murray.
One hour walk in search of
summer wildflowers will start
at Center Station, Land
Between the Lakes, at four
p.m.
Tau Phi Lambda sorority
will have a dinner at Colorna
House Smorgasbord at sever,
p.m.
Women of Murray Ma
Lodge will meet at eight p.n.
Calloway County Libr
Board of Trustees will rn+.,
the library at seven p.11,
Friday. June 4
Blood pressure screening
tests will be given free by
Northwestern Mutual at
downtown branch of Ban)'
Murray.
Golden Age Club will have a
potluck luncheon at noon at
the social hall of the First
United Methodist Church with
Eulayla Johnson, Lenore
Jones, Paul Kingins, and Mr
and Mrs. Dan Mears in charge
of arrangements.
Saturday, June 5
Junior Fishing Rodeo for
boys and girls, ages six to
twelve, will be at Devils
Elbow, Land Between the
Lakes.
--
Bird Walk, a two hour stroll
in search of interesting birds.
will start at Hematite Lake.
Land Between the Lakes, at
five p.m
Sunday, June 6
Reunion of descendants of
Bruce and Alice Cunningham,
Morgan Cunningham, and
Sally Harris Guier will be at
Ellis Community Center. A
potiack luncheon will be
served at noon.
The first successful railroad
sleeping car was developed in
Bloomington, .Ill., in 1885 by
Cteorge Pullman.
At Golden Age Club
presented with Mrs. Gertzen
as teacher in the absence of
Mrs. Robbie Harrison who
was ill. The story of the
"Flag" was read by Sally Gay
and poems were recited by
Mrs. Hildred Sharpe, Rose
Burgoyne, Mary Lamb, and
Marcella Wheeler. The group
sung -School Days,"
"Memories," and "You're A
Grand Old Flag." Flora Ford,
Meme Mattingly, and Rose
Burgoyne sang "Ain't She
Sweet." They were all dressed
as children.
The "Gay Blades," Bryan
Tolley, 0. C. McLemore,
Larry Wheeler, Joe Gertzen,
and Roger Burgoyne, sang the




Mrs. James Outland of
Murray has been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital. Paducah.
PADUCAH PATIENT
Hyburnia Merrell of Hazel
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Elroy Warren of Hardin has
been dismissed from Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
A church scene depicted
another "Freedom of Our
Country" with members and
guests singing "Praise God
From Whom All Blessings
Flow" and "The Battle Hymn
of the Republic." A solo was
sung by Shirley Wertz. The
program was climaxed with
the group singing "My Old
Kentucky Home" and "My
Country us of Thee."
Thyra Crawford was guest
pianist and Mrs. Gertzen was
mistress of ceremonies.
A delicious potluck luncheon
was served with Dr. James
Fisher giving the invocation.
In charge of luncheon
arrangements were Mrs,
Clarence Horton, Mrs. Ethel
See, Mrs. Clarence Hunt, Paul
Kingins, and Mrs. 0. C.
McLemore.
The next meeting of the club
will be Friday, June 4, at
which time plans will be
discussed for a two day trip to
Nashville, Tenn. Hosts and
hostesses will be Mr. and Mrs.
Dan Mears, Eulayla Johnson,
Lenore Jones, and Paul
Kingins. Newly elected of-
ficers will be introduced and
dues will be collected for the
next year.
At the close of the program
a social hour was enjoyed with
punch and cookies being
served the group by Mrs
Tolley, Mrs. McLemore, Mrs
See. and Mrs. Holland.
Members attending were




Norman Klapp, 0. C.
McLemore, Clarence Horton,
Clarence Hunt, Al Gay, Ray
Walsh, and Dan Mears.
Mesdames Flora Ford, Mem
Mattingly, Gussie Adams,
Frances Beach, Ethel See,




Shekell, Mary Lamb, Modena
Butterworth, Mary Louise
Baker, Mina Waters, Edna
Holland, Ovie Sue Galloway.
Autrie Lane, and Alice Bates
Guests attending were Dr
and Mrs. James Fisher, Bill
Fisher, Verona Grogan,
Kathryn Glover, Thyra




program only were Mr. and
Mrs. laid Larson, Rev. Martiti-
Mattingly, Lottie Bowden,







3MPLE IL FAMILY DEP.T. STORE
.... the values are coming!














Go on a sling fling! With our "Strap happy" bunch of sunny
shoe looks. They feature sling-backs and ankle straps, wedges
and rope soles, cut-out sides arid open toes! Big group.
EVERYONE SPECIALLY PRICED
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-:-INEW YORK AP) — After a three-
day holiday with family, any issue-
oriented American is certainly happy to
be back with the routine headaches,
questions, frustrations, mysteries and
madness of everyday life.
Worry-free days leave an indolence,
an inertia that is incompatible with the
modern style, and therefore must be
routed abruptly if things are to return
safely to normalcy.
Here, then, are some questions
cialigned to begin bothering im-
mediately, but with the staying power
*continue disturbing right through the
44.fjuner:
—Why can we not, in view of our
alleged enlightenment, do something
about that onerous up-down cycle of the
economy?
With all our knowledge of economics
— it is difficult to describe the amount
of research and analysis being done —
we are still victims of the cycle. Our
only sure inflation antidote, shockingly,
is to throw people out of work.
All those studies that are conducted
in universities, government, union
headquarters, corporations and
elsewhere, when added up or distilled,
amount to an argument rather than an
answer.
Our response to an economy that
threatens to go wild is not to tame it, as
we would an animal, but to club it into
senselessness. There seems to be no in-
between. We are now faced with an
economy that is threatening to exhibit
some undisciplined behavior. Will we
try to deal delicately with the separate
symptoms? Or will we once again
bludgeon the whole economy into
recession?
—Why can't we come up with a
useable definition of unemployment?
With all our statistical astuteness, we
still cannot agree on who is unem-
ployed, and the consequences are both
painful and ridiculous.
For example, we do not count the
worst of the unemployed as unem-
ployed. These are the so-called
discouraged workers, a million or so of
them at the worst of the recession, who
have given up looking for work
because, they feel, there is almost no
possibility of obtaining it.
This magnificent conceptual deceit
serves to keep the jobless rate lower
than it should be in recession, and it
distorts the picture again during the
recovery.
As the economy recovers, what do
you think happens to those people who
were not even counted as part of the
labor force? They resurrect
themselves; they become job-seekers.
And as such they,• must be counted.
Since these also are the very last
people to obtain jobs. often waiting
many months before their applications
are acted upon, they add to the jobless
rate. This phenomenon is occuring
right now.
—What are we going to do about that
big burst in car sales, especially in
larger-size cars, when we still have to
buy imported oil, when we still haven't
resolved the problem of potential
shortages?
This year could become the second
best car-truck sales year in history,
with 10.5 million cars and more than 3
million trucks sold. But weren't we
supposed to be trying to cut down on our
usage of energy?
Bible Thought
And he spake a parable unto them
to this end, that men ought always
to pray, and not to taint. Luke 18:1.
If we would always pray, in our
work, our play, dui sorrows; our
joys; then we would never-need to
be afraid, or filled with doubts.
THE BUREAUCRATS
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Garrott's Galley
LBL's Buffalo Have Become
A Top Tourist Attraction
By M. C. Garrott
This year, more than two million
people are expected to spend some time
and money in the Land Between the
Lakes, and chances are a big per-
centage of them will see the buffalo
herd 12 miles south of 68 East on
Tennessee 49 where the village of
Model, Tenn., used to be.
The other evening I had an op-
portunity to sit down with Lawrence
Philpot, the TVA agriculturist who
looks after the bufrald, and talk about
the herd. To date, there are 50 animals
in it, yearlings and older, plus nine
calves born this spring. Lawrence
expects 4 or 5 more calves to be
dropped by the middle of the summer.
This is about the size to which TVA
wants to hold the herd, started in 1969
with 12 cows and seven bulls brought
here from the Theodore Roosevelt
National Memorial Park at Medora, N.
D.
They graze leisurely on 200 acres of
fescue and clover pasture enclosed by
heavy fencing. The only thing they get
to eat other Wan the grass in the
pasture, which is rotated 100 acres at a
time, is a little hay in January and
February. You will find them grazing
early in the morning and late in the
afternoon this time of year as they
spend the heat of the day lying in the
shade of the trees.
+++
Lawrence, a native of Corbin and
with TVA since 1967, has supervised the
care of the herd from the beginning,
although the maintenance crews build
the fences and clip the pastures.
By holding the herd to 50 head, it has
become necessary in recent years to
slaughter a dozen or so calves each
year, and the steaks they produce have
become the rage of the places where
they have been served. Most of this
meat has been used at the Brandon
Springs educational center in Ten-
Today In
History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 1, the 153rd
day of 1976. There are 213 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history: On this
date in 1958, General Charles de Gaulle
became premier of France.
On this date:
In 1792, Kentucky joined the union as
the 15th state.
In 1796, Tennessee became the 16th
state.
In 1801, the Mormon leader, Brigham
Young, was born in Whitingham,
Vermont.
In 1812. President James Madison
advised Congress that war with Britain
was inevitable.
In 1813, a U.S. Navy captain, James
Lawrence, issued his famous com-
mand: "Don't give up the ship." He had
been mortally wounded, and the frigate
he commanded was being captured by
a British warship near Boston.
In 1943, during World War Two, the
English actor Leslie Howard was killed
when a German warplane shot down
the civilian transport plane he was
aboard on a flight from Lisbon to
London.
Ten years ago: The Southeast Asian
countries, Indonesia and Malaysia,
agreed to end three years of hostilities.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon told a Washington news con-
ference that his administration would
give highest priority to dealing with the
drug problem, both in the military
forces and among civilians.
One year ago: Police in the White-
ruled African country of Rhodesia
killed 11 Blacks in a clash with rioters
in Salisbury.
Today's birthday: Former major
league baseball pitcher Dean Chance is
35 years old.
Thought for today: Upon the whole, I
am much disposed to like the world
as I find it — Benjamin Franklin, 1706t
1790.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundrel
years ago today, British warships
appeared off Charleston, S.C., and the
city rushed preparations to defend
itself against attack.
Isn't It The Truth
Politicians have these traits in
common: they ignore facts, promote
private advantage, smother humor,
look for trouble and find it everywhere,
offer solutions with unthinkable
remedies, plunder and blunder and slip
the final insult to the voter who is
tossing and turning on the sick bed of
government, by shaking his hand while
giving him a kick in the pants.
4
nessee and at the youth station on the
northern end of the 170,000-acre
preserve.
Two or three carcasses, however, are
sold to the state and the meat served at
Kentucky Dam Village State Park.
Generally, they'll list the buffalo on the
menu in January or February when
things are slow at the park. Buffalos
when slaughtered dress out about 50 to
55 per cent of their body weight in
useable meat as compared with 60 to 65
per cent for a good beef animal.
•'The meat is much richer than beef,"
Lawrence said, "and the 'standing leg'
is something else."
+++
I was amazed at the size of a buffalo
bull the first time I drove down that
way and saw the herd. One was snor-
ting and pawing the ground just across
the fence from me. He was every bit of
six feet tall and would have weighed
Well over 2,000 pounds. I was impressed
by the length of his head. It must have
been three feet or more from his nose to
the top of his head.
-How did the Indians ever kill 'em
with bows and arrows?" I asked
Lawrence. "They didn't," he said,
"until they got horses and managed to
ride alongside them and shoot from
close range."
Buffalo cows weigh around 1,400
pounds and the calves at birth weigh
about 55 pounds as compared with 90 or
so for a Holstein dairy calf. "When
, born, the calves look like Angus,"
Lawrence said, "and the hump begins
to develop when they are about two
months old. Many people think they are
born with the hump, but it is developed
later."
The cows do the leading, too, in the
buffalo herd, he said, and they all like to
kick holes in the ground and wallow in
the dust like a mule.
Lawrence drives among the herd in a
pickup truck to check on individuals„
bu: he seldom leaves the vehicle.
Whenever I do, I always make sure I
can get back to it before one of them
,could get to me first," he said with a big
grin. They have had no problems with
people getting in the pasture with the
buffalo, and this is understandable.
"They have become well accustomed
to having people around," he said.
"They are not nearly as spooky as they
were at first."
+++
Looking after the buffalo is only one
of Lawrence's many responsibilities. A
University of Kentucky graduate, he
also supervises the planting and har-
vesting of more than 6,000 acres of corn,
soybeans, milo, hay and the like in the
preserve.
This is done with 20 farmers who
work the crops on a cooperative basis,
taking 75 per cent of the harvest for
themselves and leaving 25 per cent in
the fields as forage for the wildlife—the
deer, wild turkey, quail and all the
others.
+±+
With the LBL tourist season just
underway, Lawrence says he has no
idea how-many people will see the herd
before the season ends on Labor Day
weekend.
"They have become possibly' the
most popular attraction in the area," he
said. "Almost everyone who stays in
the area as long as three days even-
tually gets by to see them."
Meanwhile, let's hope for another
good calf crop and a shot at one of those
'standing legs' at Kentucky Dam
Village next winter. That's what I call
the way to hunt buffalo!
Ford Plays Catch-Up
On Reagan's Home Soil
By WALTER MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
LOS ANGELES (API — President
Ford's campaign team is playing catch-
up against Ronald Reagan in California
— with the added handicaps of a money
shortage and an absent candidate.
Reagan claims a lead in the state that
twice elected him governor.
Ford strategists say they are behind
but not out of range.
"It would take either a big miracle or
several small ones," one Ford cam-
paign aide said.
However, it usually takes money and
the candidate's time to fashion an
upset. In California, Reagan is cam-
paigning hard, outspending the
President, and Ford is not scheduled to
return to the state before the voting on
June 8.
California's presidential primary
election offers 167 nominating votes to
the Republican winner, dwarfing the
block of delegates at stake in the three
states that held their primaries today.
Among them, Rhode Island, South
Dakota and Montana have 59 delegates
to offer.
Ford advisers expect a near standoff
in the delegates that emerge from those
primaries; Reagan's head-counters
forecast a narrow gain for the
challenger.
Along with California, Ohio and New
Jersey are voting nest Tuesday on the
last day of primary competition.
But only California could settle the
Republican presidential contest and
then only if Ford upset Reagan in his
home state.
"It all does hinge on California," said
Reagan, who resumed his personal
hunt for votes today.
A victory at home is essential to the
former governor; his strategists affirm
that and say they expect to win. Ford
managers have said that the president
can win the nomination without
California in his column.
Ford now has 777 delegates, Reagan
643, with 1,130 needed to make one of
them the GOP nominee for the White
House.
And California is by far the biggest
prize left.
The most recent California Poll,
conducted by Mervin D. Field three
weeks ago, gives Reagan a 10-point lead
with 12 per cent of the Republican vote
undecided.
"I have always felt it was very
possible to beat the governor out here,"
said David Liggett, Ford's California
campaign director. -We've always had
to consider ourselves underdogs....
"We've out-organized the hell out of
Reagan," said Liggett. "Reagan may
have a lot more troops, but they're
walking around bumping into each
other."
But across Wilshire Boulevard at
Reagan headquarters, Lyn Nofziger,
running the challenger's campaign,
claims his organization is just fine, with
volunteers to spare. He said the
telephone banks are at work but the big
push in the last days of the campaign
will be in television and radio ad-
vertising, by far the largest item in a
campaign budget of up to $800,000.
Liggett said the Ford budget in
California will total about $600,000 from
May 1 through election day, with
$250,000 to $300,000 spent for broadcast
advertising.
That is about half Iiiat Nofziger said
Reagan will put into television and
radio, and Liggett expressed surprise
at the figure.
Liggett said the Ford campaign has
mounted an intensive telephone effort
from 21 outposts around the state with
volunteers calling 20,000 to 22,000
•
Republicans daily.
"Organizationally, we've got the
mechanism to turn out our supporters,"
he said. "I think what has to take is the
media message."
Reagan is spending eight days
campaigning in California. Ford hunted
votes for three days last week but has
no announced plan to return. His wife
Betty, son Jack, Secretary of Com-
merce Elliot L. Richardson and other
stand-ins are coming in for final
campaign rounds.
"If in truth Ford stays out, it will
mean he's given up," Nofziger claimed.
Liggett denied that, although he
acknowledged he has been trying
without success to get the President
back.
"I keep pushing, but it doesn't look
like it's in the cards," he said. -It's a
matter of budget. He is nearing that
national spending limit."
Federal law limits the spending by a
candidate for presidential nomination
to $10.9 million for campaigning.
Another Ford campaigner said the
President would have to dip into
$500,000 earmarked for national
convention campaign expenses to
finance any return to California.
Nofziger said his task is to make sure
-we hold what we have" in California
strength. He said he sees no sign of
erosion.
Reagan won a million-vote 58-per- -
cent victory in his first election as
governor a decade ago. He was re-
elected in 1970 with 53 per cent and a
500,000-vote margin. He has the
campaign blueprints and the roster of
volunteers assembled in those two
campaigns.
"The size of the victory I don't think
is important," Reagan said. "It's
winner take all, and I'll settle for 50 per
cent plus one."
10 Years Ago
Murray State University has
received a grant of $34,300 from the
federal government to train two hun-
dred "Operation Headstart" teachers.
Cadet Roy Devine, Jr., received his
diploma at graduation exercises at
Columbia Military Academy,
Columbia, Tenn., on May 30.
The Boys of Woodcraft Unit Wood-
men of the World will take a two days
trip to St. Louis, Mo., June 15 and 16,
Rev. Donald Moorehead, director of
Wesley Foundation, Murray State
University, spoke at the meeting of the
Magazine Club held at the home of Mrs.
Carlisle Cutchin.
Births reported include a girl to
Airman First Class Jerry Nelson and
Mrs. Nelson on May 30.
20 Years Ago
The formal opening of the new -
Goshen Methodist Church building will-7
be held on June 3, according to the
pastor, Bro. H. W. Owen
Bobby C. Lax was recently graduated
from the field radio repair course at the
Army's Southeastern Signal School,
Fort Gordon, Ga.
Carl Everett Shroat, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Jeff Shroat of Murray, will receive
his M. D. degree from the University of
Louisville School of Medicine on June 3.
He will intern at Columbus, Ga.
Nancy Jane Lamb of Murray has
been granted a nursing scholarship by
the Owensboro-Daviess County
Hospital. She is a student at Murray
State College.
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Valentine will
observe their 50th wedding anniversary
on June 3.
Let's Stay Well
Medical Uses of Ultrasound Waves
titrasonic waves of energzi
are growing important in diag-
nostic tests in medicine
Sonar detection played a big
role in marine warfare during
World War II. Later. some of the
principles and techniques
became useful in probing the
human body in a safe, non-
destructive. noninvasive way by
pulses of sound waves beyond
the range of hearing.
Such waves proved to be thou-
sands of times safer than X-rays
insofar as tissue damage is con-
cerned. If necessary. the testing
can be flOne over and over again
without harm
The pulsating sound waves
penetrate through the body
along a narrow beam and strike
different kinds of trisues and
structures within a patient.
When the waves strike, part of
the enero echoes or reflects
hack to the probe. The echoes
are reconje4 and give an im-
nwhate image of the twines
throtian which the waves have
By F.J Blasingarne, MI)
paed
The medical uses are
widespread and can be
beneficial in many situations, in-
cluding the following.
1 The abdomen: In detecting
lesions of such organs as the
kidney, liver, gall bladder,
pancreas or lymph nodes, and in
diagnosing diseases (or lack of
them) such w cysts. tumors or
cancer, and their response to
treatment
2 The slcull. In observing the
shape and size of the cavities
(ventricles of the braint the
brain tiksue or foreign bodies
which result in echoes that per-
mit diagnosing normal and ab-
normal conditions quickly and
safely.
3. Obstetrics In observing the
SIN and the txxition of the fetus
and the position of the afterbirth,
and in diagnosing multiple preg-
nancy.
Many other conditions can be
studied and diagnoses made
more certain in stoppage of eir
culation of the limbs. in size and
shape of the heart and in blood
vessels of the abdomen, chest
and neck. Even conditions in
and around the eye may be
tested for disease or injury
These many safe and useful
applications of ultrasonic diag-
issue tests will become more
witjel available as the instru-
ments become more effective
and less difficult to maintain
More trained operators are
needed.
(74- Mr B.S.asks if hirer' blond
pressure is more common in
black Americans
A According to the Health In-
surance Institute, one in 10
Americans has high blond pres-
sure (hypertension) One in four
black Americans has it
Unfortunately, the disease can
he damaging without symptoms
About half of those persons with
high blood pressire do not know
that they have it More blond
Blasingame
pressure checkujas are needed to
find individuals having this po-
tentially serious disease These
who haw not had their blood
pressure taken recently should
do so
Q- Mr FA wants to know the
amount of the budget for the
Department of Health, Educa-
tion and Welfare (HEW)
A This question was answered
recently by HEW Secretary
David Mathews in an interview
in U.S News and World Report
He said that the current budget
is $177 billion and is scheduled to
go up to about $140 billion next
fiscal year
These increased finds are re-
quired by laws which have al-
ready been passed by the Con-
gress HEW has the largest of
any departmental budget in our
federal government and is grow-
ing more rapidly than other


















































































































































































PINE BLUFF, Ark. (AP) —
Martha Mitchell, who died
alone and in debt in a New
York hospital, will be buried
Thursday in this Arkansas
River town where she spent
her youth as a Southern belle
with never enough dances for
the boys.
"When I was young you
measured a girl's popularity
by the number of times boys
cut in for the next turn to
dance with her," said James
W. Leslie of Pine Bluff, a
retired writer and historian
who knew Mrs. Mitchell in her
youth. "She was no
wallflower, if you know what I
mean."
But Mrs. Mitchell, the
estranged wife of former Atty.
Gen. John N. Mitchell, was
alone except for her doctor
when she died Monday of a
rare form of bone cancer.
Mitchell, their daughter and
Mrs. Mitchell's son by a
previous marriage, have told




FRANKFORT, Ky. (API —
Better education for han-
dicapped children will result
from a new federal law,
according to Dr. George
Troutt, head of the state
Bureau of Education for
Exceptional Children.
Troutt said recently that the
Education for All Han-
dicapped Children Act of 1975
will have.two specific effects
on handicapped children in
Kentucky.
First, he said, the law will
assure local school districts of
more federal money to finance
special education for han-
dicapped children.
Second, each school district
will be required to develop
"individualized educational
plans" with teachers of
handicapped children.
Troutt said federal funding
for educating handicapped
children in Kentucky will
increase from $2 million this
year to at least $13 million by
1980, when the new law is
expected to be fully funded.
the funeral. They are expected
to arrive Wednesday.
The Mitchells were
separated in 1973, and earlier
this year Mrs. Mitchell went
into court to force her husband
to pay $36,000 in alimony.
"She loved the limelight,"
said her long-time friend and
confidant, S. Ray West Jr. of
Pine Bluff.
Mrs. Mitchell, who was at
the center of some of
Washington's most turbulent
incidents in recent years, was
born Martha Elizabeth Beall
and began her trek to the
nation's capital from this
southeast Arkansas com-
munity where she was born
just over 57 years ago.
"She was a Southern belle
and was raised with all the
protection and benefits a well-
to-do family can offer," West
said in an interview.
Her family's wealth
stemmed from her grand-
father's success in the
wholesale grocery business.
Her father was a successful
cotton broker and her mother
a speech teacher.
Her family lived in an
impressive two-story white
colonial mansion built by her
grandfather in 1895 in the
wealthy, established section of
town.
Leslie said Mrs. Mitchell's
outspokenness was not
something she developed late
in life. "Martha talked a lot,
and people ( in Pine Bluff
thought when she got to
Washington and continued
talking that it was just in her
nature," Leslie said.
"She had some bad
memories about her
Washington days because they
wrecked her personal life,"
West said. "It was a
tremendous personal sacrifice
of hers for exposing the things
that she did."
But, he added, -She was one
of the few shining lightsrof the
Nixon years."
BIGGEST BULLDOZER
TOKYO (AP) — A Japanese
machinery manufacturer hasbuilt a 76-ton bulldozer that itsays is the world's biggest
The machine, which costabout $370,000, also has a rip-per attachment that can breakrocks at a rate equal to ordina-ry expl•isives.
Murray High Graduates
You deserve o lot of credit,
Anyone who has worked as hard as you have foron education deserves more than a simple pat onthe bock If you're old enough to vote, hold an of-fice and support yourself. you're old enough toestablish a bank relationship Come see us and geta new point of view on how much help a good bankcan be






ALIJ3R1TTEN, did in 1964,
become a member of the
Murray Calloway County
Hospital Board of Trustees,
and served the Board with
distinction as a member and
occupied the various offices of
the Board including the office
of Chairman of the Board, and
WHEREAS, JAMES RUDY
ALLBRITTEN did, during his
tenure of office attend each
and every regular meeting of




time and attention to thc
Board matters and progress o:




tenure of office on March 31,
1976, and will be missed by the
Board for his fellowship and
contributions to the hospital.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT
RESOLVED that the Board of




and express to him our deep
appreciation for years of
faithful service and dedication
and
BE IT FURTHER
RESOLVED that a copy of
this resolution be spread upon
the minutes of the Board, a
copy furnished to JAMES
RUDY ALLBRITTEN and






ADOPTED at a regular
meeting of the Murray
Calloway County Hospital
Board, on Thursday, May 20,






BEALE, did in 1973, become
the first woman to be a
member of the Murray
Calloway- County Hospital
Board of Trustees, and
WHEREAS, HAZEL
BEALE, did serve as a Board
Member until March 31, 1976,
and did personally endear
herself to each Board member
serving, and
WHEREAS, she did in a
friendly, efficient and cour-
teous manner and in a
knowledgeable way dedicate
herself to the business of
making the Murray Calloway
County Hospital a better in-
stitution, and
WHEREAS, she will be
missed by all of the present
Board members, but will be
long remembered.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT
RESOLVED that the Board of
Trustees of the Murray
Calloway County Hospital
does hereby commend
HAZEL BEALE as the first
woman Board member and
express to her our deep ap-
preciation for years of faithful
service and dedication, and
BE IT FURTHER
RESOLVED that a copy of
this resolution be spread upon
the minutes of the Board, a
copy furnished to HAZEL
BEALE and members of her






ADOPTED at a regular
meeting of the Murray
Calloway County Hospital
Board, on Thursday, May 20,





Pots from France, whisks from Denmark, fish scalers from Spain, copperwarefrom Portugal, spices from China, fresh coffee and tea from around thethis and much, much, more.
The
1-tinhandler
Please stop by to see Jack and Ann and cam plc our coffee!
Dixieland Center




When Congress returns from a
long Memorial Day weekend,
the focus of attention will be a
multibillion-dollar militarY
611 that faces a filibuster
in the Senate over whether
funds should go for some
southern African nations.
The House returns to session
on Tuesday while the Senate
isn't scheduled back until
Wednesday.
Both chambers have the
arms aid measure on their
schedules for Wedngsday. The
House expects to complete
action on that day, but the
Senate almost certainly will
WATCH YOUR STEP — At first glance one might think this large sculpture wasabout to climb the ladder. The art piece was constructed in a hotel in Atlanta, Ga
not because of the filibuster
possibility.
The House version proposes
funding of about $7 billion for
two years, the Senate $6.7
billion.
The Senate bill, however,
contains a controversial $25
million item related to
commitments that Secretary
of State Henry A. Kissinger
made during his recent
African trip.
Opponents, contending the
funds would compound the
difficulties faced by the white-
dominated government of
Rhodesia, plan a floor fight.
Another controversial item
facing prolonged Senate
debate is a bill that would
strengthen antitrust laws,
give the Justice Department
additional investigative
powers, make it easier to
block mergers and provide
that states could file suits on
behalf of consumers.
A cloture vote is scheduled
for Thursday.
The House is scheduled to
vote on a measure to extend
the life of the Federal Energy
Administration through
September 1979. An amend-
ment will be offered to let the
agency die and distribute its
functions to other government
units.
Two ceremonial events will
interrupt the legislative
routine.
On Wednesday, King Juan
Carlos I of Spain addresses a
joint meeting of Congress. On
Thursday, the Magna Carta
document lent by Britain for
the Bicentennial will formally
be received from a British
delegation and put on display.
The House ethics committee
meets Wednesday to decide
how to proceed on allegations
that Rep. Wayne L. Hays, D-
Ohio, put Elizabeth Ray on a
committee payroll to provide
him sexual favors rather than
to work for the government.
Hays has admitted he had a
"personal relationship" with
Miss Ray but has insisted the
employment was genuine. He
and a group of 28 members
have filed separate requests
for an ethics committee in-
vestigation.
v All Weather Charter
v Air Rentals
v Flight Training v Air Ambulance
MVP
Thorobred Flying Service, Inc.








Six 32-ounce resealable/returnable bottles thatgive you big ounce for ounce savings.
The b Quart b Pak
Pepsi Colas biggest carton
gives you Pepsi Cola's biggest
savings Sic 32 ounce bottles
of great tasting Pepsi Cola at
remarkable ounce for ounce
savings Six returnable quarts
with reseal caps in one totable
carton that give you the sav
wigs only quantity buying can
And the carry back carton is
the perfect way to return your
empties for a refund Enjoy the
double value of the 6-Quart
6 Pak the quality taste of
Pepsi Cola at quantity savings
...00.1104.0441404,
BY PAW( ROTTIJAG CO.. PADUCAH, KY UNDF.R APPOINTMENT FROM PepsiCo , INC . PURCHASE S I
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The Indianapolis 500 race
day forecast calls for partly
sunny skies and temperatures
in the mid 70s."
That forecast, with little
variation, has been the official
National Weather Service
statement on race day
weather since at least 1973.
But in that time, it has
managed to rain somehow
every race day.
That was the forecast for
Sunday's rain-washed,
shortest-ever Indianapolis 500,
won by Johnny Rutherford,
right up until, 30 minutes
before the race, when most of
the estimated 400,000 persons
were already inside
Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
A . J Foyt , unsuccessfully
seeking his fourth Indy victory
for the ninth consecutive year,
finished second, 15 seconds
behind Rutherford and 1:30 in
front of Gordon Johncock.
What is becoming known as
the "Chamber of Commerce
Weather Forecast" was
defended Monday by the
weather service as a
legitimate forecast gone sour
for the fourth year in a row.
We changed the forecast
about 10:30 a.m. yesterday to
a 60 per cent chance of rain,"
said a weather service
spokesman, who agreed to
discuss the forecast Monday
only after being assured the
conversation would not be
tape recorded.
"It was just one of those
things," he said. -There was a
lot of thunderstorm activity in
Missouri and Illinois when I
came on duty yesterday at 7
er At Indy Had
Expert Fooled
a.m. The activity hadn't
shown any westward
movement at all, but about
that time, an extensive batch
of it started moving eastward.
"That's about when we
changed the forecast."
The spokesman also said he
was in constant contact with
officials at the speedway and
warned them of the front.
"I kept telling them this
first batch was gonna come in
and then we would have just
about two hours before the
next batch of fairly heavy
activity would come through,"
the spokesman said.
However, after the initial
short shower that stopped the
race after 255 miles, it was
announced over the public
address system that "Clear
skies are on the way. We
expect to be racing again
shortly."
- A press box bulletin from
the track advised, "Rain is
reported as having stopped as
near as Brownsburg, 20 miles
to the west. Radar shows
nothing farther west, ac-
cording to the weather bureau
at 1:20 p.m."
That,. of course, was
completely different from
what the weather bureau
claims it said.
When the race was finally
called after a second, heavier
shower hit at 3:05 p.m., just
after the field of cars had been
ordered assembled for a
restart, it was announced on
the public address system,
"There is heavy rain all over
the area, and we have been
advised there is no way to
continue the race today.
Therefore your 1976
Indianapolis 500 champion is
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Following Johncock in the
order of finish were Wally
Dallenbach, Pancho Carter,
Tom Sneva, Al Unser, Mario
Andretti, Salt Walyther,
Bobby Unser and Lloyd Ruby.
Jim Gilmore, sponsor of
Foyt's car, said he felt of-
ficials were dallying in
restarting the race, perhaps
waiting on another batch of
bad weather they knew was
coming.
"My personal opinion is that
they could have started
sooner. I thought it was a
much longer delay than
necessary. The track seemed
dry and everything appeared
ready to go. Our team felt an
obligation to the fans, and I'd
say the same thing if we had
been in fifth place or 10th
place," Gilmore said. "It's
unfair to say we would have
caught Johnny, but we would
have tried our damnedest."
There was widespread
opinion that at least 45
minutes of racing could have
been squeezed in .-another 50




Colo. (AP) — Linebacker
Dave Lawson, who kicked
more field goals in his four-
year career than any previous
collegiate football player, was
named Monday night the Most
Valuable Athlete at the Air
Force Academy.
The Shawnee Mission, Kan.,
kicker, who is being
graduated Wednesday, also
received the award as the
academy's most valuable
football lineman.
During Air Force's 2-8-1 1975
season, Lawson set the NCAA
career record with 51 field
goals. He also holds the NCAA
records for field-goal attempts
at 95 and points by kicking at
231.
He held the distance record
at 62 yards for awhile last
season before that record was
broken.
In addition to his football
letter, Lawson won varsity
letters in baseball and track.
Local Baseball Season
Gets Underway Monday
There were eight games scheduled for the opening night
of the Murray Baseball Association last night but only five
were completed before the skies fell open. 
Inthe Park League, the Astros ripped the Cards 15-9
while the Mets blasted the Cubs 30-6. In the Kentucky
League action, the Cubs tapped the A's 4-2 while the
Astros beat the Cards 4-3.
One game was completed in the Little League with the
Cards winning over the Twins 5-1. The game between the
Yankees and the Athletics was called because of rain.
That game will be played Wednesday night.
The Colt League also finished one game. It was the
Tigers over the Giants by a 7-5 margin. The Pirate-Brave
game will be played tonight.
KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Downey struck out 11 batters and walked only four in
pitching the Cubs to their first win of the season. Calvin hit
a two-run homer in the third inning to pace the Cubs to a 4-
2 victory over the A's.
Smith was the losing pitcher with five strikeouts while
walking six batters.
In other Kentucky League action, Roger Dunn was the
winning pitcher as the Astros barely topped the Cards 4-3.
Billy Wells singled up the center in the bottom of the sixth
inning to bring the winning run.
Abell was the losing pitcher but had a good night at the
mound striking out nine batters.
LITTLE LEAGUE
Gary Sims struck out eight batters and walked four and
also provided two hits to lead the Cards to victory over the
Twins. David Ellis had three big hits for the Cards, one of
which was a homerun.
Ben Underwood was the losing pitcher. Underwood,
Bryan, and Holsapple all had two hits apiece for the
Twins.
COLT LEAGUE
The Tigers held off a late rally from the Giants to cap-
ture the first Colt League victory of the season. The Tigers
led 7-0 after the first five innings of play before the Giants
came back with five runs in the last two innings.
Bob Thurman was just too hot as he fanned 14 batters
and walked only two to lead the way for the Tigers. Terry
Gibson popped a three-run homer far beyond the left field
fence to pace the hitting attack. Thurman hit a double to
help his own cause.
For the Giants, Thomas Kendall was the losing pitcher.
Nathan fCnoth hit a two-run homer to pace the hitting at-
tack while teammate Gough singled safely.




PHOENIX ( AP) — Curtis
Perry, the only member of
Phoenix' starting five from a
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opening lineup, typefies the
team concept that has carried
the surprising Suns into the
championship round of the
National Basketball
Association playoffs.
The Suns, a club without a
recognized superstar, will try
to square their best-of-seven
nationally televised final
series against the Boston
Celtics at 2-2 with a victory in
Game Four Wednesday night
at Veterans Memorial
Coliseum. A fifth game will be
at Boston Friday night.
"I think people would rather
see a good basketball team
than one star," said the
veteran 6-foot-7 forward who
has.. _toiled in virtual
anonymity in theNBA-ror six
years. "On our team nobody
cares who makes the shot or
the steal or who gets the
rebound — as long as we win.
'if you have 12 guys who are
contributing, that's what you
need to produce winning
basketball. And I think that's
what we've got."
Perhaps because the Suns
have no superstar they were
given little chance of making
the playoffs this season. Or
perhaps because there ap-
peared to be better teams than
they in the Pacific Division.
Or perhaps because they
hadn't made the playoffs since
1970. Or possibly because of
their relative inexperience.
But they jumped off to the
best start in their eight-year
history with a 14-9 record.
Then they went into a slump.
winning only five of their next
23 games. But after the All-
Star break they had the
second best record, 23-13, in
the league, finishing 42-40 and
gaining the wild card berth in
the Western Conference.
"I thought we'd get into the
playoffs," said Perry, whose
nine-game absence because of
a broken facial bone was a
major reason for the Suns'
slump in January. "But! don't
think a lot of people were
paying a lot of attention to
us."
NCAA Champion




All Jim Kaat has to do to
beat the Chicago Cubs is throw
out his glove it appears.
Actually, that's exactly
what he did Monday.
The Philadelphia left-
hander made a small but
significant adjustment to his
pitching delivery and the
result was a 4-1 victory in the
second game of a Memorial
Day doubleheader.
"It wasn't anything major,"
Kaat said after his six-hitter
followed a 7-5 opening-game
loss. "It was the way I throw
my glove out at the hitter. I
wasn't doing it and had lost
some of my velocity."
His velocity restored,
Kaat's performance perked
up considerably. Not normally
a strikeout pitcher, he fanned
six Cubs en route to his 238th
career victory.
The victory gave the
Phillies 22 triumphs for May,
tying a club record, but more
importantly, kept them in
front of the Pittsburgh Pirates
by 6"2 games in the National
League East. The Pirates also
split a holiday doubleheader,
losing the first game 13-2 to
the New York Mets before a 2-
1 victory in the nightcap.
"Jim went right at it," said
Philadelphia second baseman




— Cornell is the 1976 NCAA
lacrosse champion.
Led by attackman Mike
French's record-tying seven
goals, the Big Red won the





















High Team Game iHci
Team 010
Joe Smith's Discount Carpets
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High Team Series SC
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High Team Series HC
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.ilmer George, 47, former
Indianapolis 500 race driver
and vice president of
Indianapolis Motor Speedway.
was shot to death.
MIAMI BEACH, Fla.
Victor Ghezzi, the 1941 PGA
champion and a member of
the Hall of Fame, died after a
long illness at age 65.
to win the game."
Elsewhere in the National
League, the San Diego Padres
outscored the Atlanta Braves
10-7; the Cincinnati Reds
turned back the Houston
Astros 4-2 and the San
Francisco Giants whipped the
Los Angeles Dodgers 7-1 in 12
innings. A doubleheader
between the Montreal Expos
and St. Louis Cardinals was
postponed by rain.
Kaat not only pitched well
but also smashed a solo home
run in the fourth inning. The
Phillies, who have won 29 of
their last 37 games, scored a
run in each of the first four
innings of the second game.
The Cubs got to Kaat in the
fourth with a two-out uprising.
Bill Madlock, hitting safely in
his 12th straight game, and
Mike Adams hammered
doubles for a run.
Run-scoring singles by Mick
Kelleher and pitcher Rick
Reuschel, 5-3, snapped a
seventh-inning tie in the first
game and the Cubs scored
three more times in the eighth
to sew it up. Philadelphia left-
hander Steve Carlton, 5-2, had
a five-game winning streak
broken in the opener.
Mets 13-1, Pirates 2-2
Jon Matlack hurled a five-
hitter and received 14-hit
support as New York over-
whelmed Pittsburgh in the
first game. Doc Meclich pit-
ched a five-hitter and Duffy
Dyer hit his second home run
of the season as the Pirates
won the second game.
"Anytime you get four runs
in a doubleheader, lose the
first game by a big score and
then win the second, you have
to be happy," said Pittsburgh
Manager Danny Murta ugh.
Padres 10, Braves 7
Dave Winfield capped a six-
run eighth inning with a three-
run homer to give San Diego
its victory over Atlanta.
Winfield's seventh homer of
the year broke a 7-7 tie and
gave the Padres their sixth
triumph in eight games. The
defeat was the fourth straight
for the Braves.
Rich Folkers, 1-1, the fifth
San Diego pitcher, was the
winner. Max Leon, 1-2, the
third Atlanta hurler, absorbed
the loss.
Reds 4, Astros 2
George Foster's two-run
homer capped a three-run
Cincinnati rally in the fifth
inning, triggering the Reds
past Houston. Right-hander
Pat Darcy, 2-3, hurled the first
five innings in picking up the
victory. J.R. Richard, 5-5,
allowed all three Cincinnati
runs in absorbing his fourth
consecutive loss.
Giants 7, Dodgers 1
Bobby Murcer smashed a
two-run single in the top of the
12th inning to break a 1-1 tie as
San Francisco errupted for six
runs to beat Los Angeles.
The Giants loaded the bases
against reliever Mike Mar-
shall, 3-3, on successive
singles by Larry Herndon,
Derrel Thomas and Chris
Speier. Then Murcer, who had
grounded out four straight
times and also flied out,
singled through the Dodgers'
drawn-in infield to score
Herndon and Thomas. Before
the inning was over, Ken Reitz
doubled home two runs, Marc
Hill singled home one and
winning pitcher Randy Moffit,
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announcement is neither an offer to sell nor a sol icitat to/
of an offer to buy any of these securities.
The offering is made by the Prospectus.
Now you can earn up to9 3/ /0
with CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes
Price: 100°.
(Available In denominations of $100 or more)
Annual interest of 73/4% to 93/4% is payable quarterly
(or monthly on Notes of $5,000 or more) or, if the
purchaser prefers, interest is compounded quarterly
and payable at maturity only Maturities of two, five, or ten
years are available.
Maturity Effective Annual Interest Rate
18 /merest is pod (if irM•rest m cOm-
quarterly or rnontroyt pounded guernsey arid
Maid at maturay only)
10 years 9.75% 10.11%
5 years 8.75% 9.04%
2 years 7.75% 7.98%
CREDITHRIFT Investment Notes. Series A. are beini:
by CREDITHRIFT Financial, Inc., a holding
company whose subsidiaries are engaged primarily in
consumer finance, credit-related insurance, and casualty
activities The net proceeds from the Investment
Notes. Series A, will be used by CREDITHRIFT to retire
certain outstanding indebtedness, and the balance, if any.
will be added to the general funds of CREDITHRIFT.
A copy of the Prospectus may be obtained from a
of CFC Investment Inc. who is licensed in
State. The representative(s) serving this area is listed
below Or, if you prefer, phone toll-free at 800-457-3741 (in
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Bert Blyleven may have
waved goodby to jeering
Minnesota fans Monday night.
It was anything but a fond
farewell.
Amid reports that he was
bound for the Texas Rangers,
the Twins' ace pitcher
dropped a 3-2 decision to the
California Angels and, as he
left the mound, made a well-
known obscene gesture to the
crowd, which had taunted him
earlier with choruses of "Bye,
Bye, Bertie."
In other American League
action, the Chicago White Sox
won a foggy 9-4 decision over
the Texas Rangers, the New
York Yankees took a raucous
8-3 verdict from the Boston
Red Sox, the Cleveland
Indians swept a doubleheader
from the Baltimore Orioles 4-1
and 4-3, the Oakland A's
thumped the Kansas City
Royals 10-1 and the Detroit
Tigers edged the Milwaukee
Brewers 5-4 in 11 innings.
Blyleven's money hassle
with the Twins has been well-
publicized and he reportedly
will be dealt to Texas as soon
as the two clubs can agree on
which pitcher or pitchers the
Twins will acquire from the
Rangers along with infielder
Roy Smalley.
Blyleven, who allowed six
hits and fanned nine, passed
the 1,700-inning mark and also
recorded his 1,400th career
strikeout but failed to notch
his 100th triumph. California's
Frank Tanana struck out 12
and scattered seven hits in
outpitching him.
Bruce Bochte, who doubled
and scored the Angels' first
run on Bill Melton's single in
the second inning, drove in the
final run with an eighth-inning
single.
White Sox 9, Rangers 4
Chet Lemon's three-run,
lost-in-the-fog triple and Jorge
Orta's fifth home run of the
season paced Chicago's
victory. Lemon's bases-loaded
triple with two out in the first
inning was a routine pop fly
which fell between shortstop
Toby Harrah and left fielder
Tom Grieve because of the
dense fog.
Jim Spencer led Chicago's
15-hit attack with four singles
while Lemon and Orta
collected three hits apiece.
Yankees 8, Red Sox 3
Chris Chambliss and Oscar
Gamble collected three hits
apiece and Catfish Hunter
struggled to his sixth victory
as the Yankees padded their
American League East to five
games over Baltimore. The
defending champion Red Sox
are seven games back.
Thurman Munson drove in
No runs with sacrifice- 
and his seventh homer while
Caries May also had two RBIs
with a double and a sacrifce
fly. Hunter surrendered 10
hits, including Fred Lynn's
third homer.
The game drew 35,939
spectators, largest Fenway
Park crowd in 20 years. Play
was stopped several times as
the Yankees complained
about firecrackers and other
debris being thrown from the
center field bleachers and the
umpires warned of a possible
forfeit. A recent meeting
between the two long-time
rivals in New York included a
bench-clearing brawl.
Indians 4-4, Orioles 2-3
Larvell Blanks capped a
three-run seventh-inning rally
with a two-run homer in the
nightcap after driving in two
runs with a triple in the
opener. Trailing 2-0, the
Indians got moving in the
seventh inning of the nightcap
as Charlie Spikes doubled,
went to third on a tingle by
Alan Ashby and scored on
Duane Kuiper's forceout.
Blanks followed with his
second home run of the year.
Besides Blanks' two-run
triple in the opener, Rick
Manning hit a solo homer.
A's 10, Royals 1
Designated hitter Billy
Williams drove in five runs,
three with a first-inning
homer, while Mike Torrez
went the distance, scattering
eight hits and allowing only
one unearned run. Loser Paul
Splittorff walked three batters
in the first inning. Bert
Campaneris was caught
stealing but the other two
were aboard when Williams
connected for his sixth homer
of the season. The 37-year-old
Williams, on a hot streak, has
three homers in his last three
games and 11 RBIs in six
games.
Tigers 5, Brewers 4
The Tigers rallied for two
runs in the bottom of the 11th
on a sacrifice fly by Ron
LeFlore and a two-out single
by Toni Veryzer. Earlier, they
rallied for two runs in the
bottom of the ninth on Ben
Oglivie's double and RBI
singles by pinch hitter Mickey
Stanley and Rusty Staub to tie
the contest.
Rookie Mark Fidrych went
all the way for Detroit. He
scattered 11 hits, including a





LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —




8,000 spectators of the charity
event running for cover.
Only two foursomes had
completed 18 holes at the
Hurstbourne Country Club
when tournament officials
decided to award Lionel
Hebert part of the cham-
pionship prize money, with the
rest going to Gay Brewer,
Frank Beard and Ed Sneed.
Hebert was awarded the
largest part of the
prize—$1,000— for his 33 on
the par 35 front nine holes.
Some of the tournament
players began on the back
nine, with the others starting
on the front nine.
For carding 34s on the par 37
backside, Brewer, Beard and
Sneed each got $500.
Phil Rodgers and Jim Dent
were each two strokes behind
Hebert on the front nine at the
end of play. They each
received $125.
A celebrity and two patrons
played in a foursome with
each pro golfer. Tom Poston
scored highest in the celebrity
ranks with a 40. Morey
Amsterdam was at the other




Registration is now open for
the arts and crafts program
sponsored by the Murray-
Calloway County Park
Department.
There will be a youth session
lasting four weeks for ages
four through 12. Projects will
include jewelry making,
mosiac, God's eyes, finger
painting, copper tooling and
many, many more.
The youth program will be
on Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 1:30 p. m. until 4 p. m.,
beginning June 15.
The adult program will be
on Mondays and Wednesdays
from 7—p. en. until 9 p.
beginning June 14. It will run
for six weeks.
The adult projects include
decoupage, bread dough,
candle making, plaster,






By The Associated Press
CHICAGO ( A P )
1.:locutionist, upset winner of
the Preakness, has developed
a swelling in his right front leg
and will not run in Saturday's
$150,000-added Belmont
Stakes, owner Eugene Cash-
man said Monday.
He said the slight filling — a
soreness and swelling — in the
Chicago-owned colt was
discovered Sunday morning.
-It's nothing serious, but weEDWARD just don't want to take any
chances," Cashman said.
1,VORt StlIMMe Clp.r
macrame and quilting plus
many more projects.
Fees will be assessed per
project. Deadline for
registration for both of the
programs will be June 11.
Also, archery registration
for both adult and youth
groups is open.
The members of the Jenny
Ridge Bowhunters Society will
instruct the beginners and
intermediate classes.
Lessons will be taught on
Mondays and Wednesdays
from 6 p. m. until 8 p. m. One
of the activities planned is a
tournament at the end of the
„
Anyone interested in any of
the programs may register at
the Park Office on Payne
Street or call 753-7640.
YOUTH WANTED
FROM: Murray and Calloway County
FOR: To Participate in New Swim Program
WNERE: At the New Pork Pool
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
AGES: Six thru High School
FUN INSTRUCTION --- COMPETITION
NOW TO SIGN UP?
Pork Office on Payne Street
or
Moil application to Swim Team, Box 224
Or
Call 753-7640 by June 5
There will be an organizational meeting for all children in-terested in joining the swim team on Saturday, June 5, 9:00m. at die new Park Pool. The first practice session will be June







Hart Tourney To Have
POETS New Champ This Year
Macovik And Weis Close
Out Racer Net Season
Two members of the
Murray State women's tennis
team finally ended their
season in a post-season
tournament held over the
holiday weekend.
Number one netter Karen
Weis and number two player
Sindy Macovik participated in




didn't fair so well as Weis
advanced to the second round
of championship play before
losing and Macovik lost in the
first round. Then Macovik and
Weis teamed together for the
doubles competition but were
knocked out in the first round.
In the championship round,
Weis defeated Betsy Jones of
University of Tennessee-
Chattanooga 6-2, 6-2. Chrissie
Gonzales of Mary Baldwin
College turned Weis around in
the second round winning 6-2.
6-2,
Macovik lost to Cindy
Kincaid of South Carolina 7-6,
7-5 in.the first round of play.
In the consolation singles,Weis lost to Lynn Jones of the
University of the South 6-4, 6-1.
Macovik lost to Katie Strozdas
of Western Kentucky
University 6-3, 6-4.
In the doubles championship
play, Heidi Goeltz and
Chrissie Gonzales of. Mary
Baldwin just tipped Weis-
Macovik 6-4, 7-6.
In the consolation doubles,
Wets-Macovik defeated Susan
Carson and Billie Abney of
UTC 6-2, 6-3. Weis-Macovik
were defeated in the next
round 2-6, 6-2, 6-3 by Phyllis
Blackwell and Candy
Reynolds of UTC.
Coach Nita Head reports
that North Carolina won
the competition with UTC's
Candy Reynolds taking the
singles title.
One thing is certain to
happen when the 94 ladies tee
off Wednesday in the 9th
renewal of the George Hart
Invitational Tournament at
the Murray Country Club:
They'll have a new champion.
Dr. Lea Larson, the
women's golf coach and a
physical education professor
at Austin Peay State
University, Clarksville, and
winner of the tournament's
championship flight for the
past two years, will not be on
hand to defend her title. She is
reported to be passing up the
tournament while seriously
considering a try at the
professional women's tour.
Mrs. Mary Jane Alford,
Paducah, the only other two-
time winner and the only
former champion playing, will
be in the tournament. She is
scheduled to leave from the
No. 3 tee in the 9 a. m. shotgun
starting time along with
Nancy Howell, Virginia Davis
and Wanda Mullinax.
Beverly Parker, a 20-year-
old Murray girl and a member
of the University of Alabama's
women's team, along with
Mrs. Mary Bain, Sikeston,
Mo., also will be serious
contenders for the Hart
championship this year. They
Bobby Orr Heads List
On Free Agent Sheet
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
The name of defenseman
Bobby On heads an 82-
member list of National
Hockey League players whose
contracts or option years
D'Angelo Wins Spring
Mens' Crown At Oaks
Kevin D'Angelo shot even
par 72 in the wind Sunday to
win the Oaks Spring Men's
Medal Play Tournament.
D'Angelo had a 73 Saturday
to share the lead with Jerry
Caldwell who followed with a
77 Sunday and finished in
second place.
Jimmy Lamb birdied two of
the last three holes to tie Roy
Cothran for third place. Lamb
To Play In Game
LUBBOCK, Tex. AP —
Jimbo Elrod, an All-America
defensive end from
Oklahoma, and Andy Bushak,a standout linebacker fromNavy, said Monday they willplay in the Coaches-all
America Football game Jane,
19.
Elrod will play for the West
and Bushak for the East.
Elrod, 6 feet 2 and 210
pounds, made 108 tackles last
season including 20 totaling 88
yards in losses. He was named
Associated Press Lineman of
the Week after P brilliant 19-
tackle performance against
Colorado last year.
He was drafted by Kansas
City in the fifth round as a
lienbacker.
Fin.aaa is.3 6-4, 240-pounder
who was honorable mention
All-America last season and
led Navy in tackles his
sophomore and senior years.
then won third by hitting an
approach shot a foot from the
pin on the first playoff hole for
a tap-in birdie.
Greg Howard won the first
flight with a 77 on Sunday and
Dalton Noel was second with a
79. Mickey Boggess and
Marshall Abell tied for third
with an M.
Stan Key fired rounds of 87-
79 for a 166 total while Bill
Seale had a 167 to head up the
second flight. Marvin Harris
had a 173 for third while Max
Walker and Ton-uny Hamlin
both shot 174's and tied for
fourth.
Mike Morgan won the third
flight with a closing 78 while
finishing with a 169. Delmer
Brewer was second with a 172
while Terry Turner was third
with a 175 and Joe Emerson
fourth with a 176.
Don Cathey had a 174 to take
the fourth flight while Bert
Coleman was second with a
178, Bill Bogard third with a
TENNIS
ROME, Italy — Andriano
Panatta of Italy beat top-
seeded Guillermo Vitas of
Argentina 2-6, 7-6, 6-2, 7-6 to
win the $180,000 Italian Open
tennis championships and
Mim Jauativee_g
crushed Leslie Hunt of
Australia 6-1, 6-3 to capture
the women's singles cham-
pionship.
179 and Jerry Lee fourth with
a 181.
The complete results are as
follows:
Championship Flight
Kevin D'Angelo 73-72-145Jerry Caldwell_ . . 73-77-150
Jimmy Lamb 75-79-154Roy Cothran 79-75-154Jim White 7448-158Homer Branch 7643-1511Donrue Cothrao 71410-159Greg Story 7844- 166
First FII•bt
Greg Howard.,.110-77-157
Dalton Noel 111411K454Mickey Boggess 8644-164
Marshall Abell 11644-164Radell Parka 8144-1,85Eddie Claes  113-16-1811Jerry Hopkins We- 168J P Parker 111-411-186Mitchell Story 8347-170Purdorn Lovett S43-174
Second Flight
Stan Key VMS-- ledBill Seale 11343-167Ntarvin Harris 1746-173Tommy Hamill' 4'47-174Max Walker 8646 -174lee Hook $4-9:--175Jim Neale 116-91-176Dale Nance 8743-180
Third nor
Mike Morgan  11-76-166Delmer Brewer 1943-171Tert-LeTtrizner 10646-175Joe 11111415-175Bob LaMastus 116411-171Ted Lawson  1191111-171Ken Humphreys  1348-180Paul Ragsdale  9141-180James Ward  8943-112Billy Dan Crouse   6447-185John Ross   NW -UMClyde Roberts 91-96-187
Fourth Flight
Don Cathey   93-81--174Bert Coleman  64-64--175Bill Bogard ,  9346-171Paul Jerry Lee 104111-11/Buddy LAO.- -,...  111110-1113CharleaGil&m.- -
Billy Brandon 94-91- 185Jerry Ford 53-as--It)0 H Huuon  10946- 199Don Johnson  98-107 - 705Keith Edwards 104-104 206Billy Roberts 100.105 209
expired today. At 9 a.m., EDT,
this morning, the list was
wired to each of the 18
member clubs.'
Though the list is a guarded
secret with league
headquarters in Montreal,
The Associated Press has
collected 57 of the names. Not
all of the free agents played in
the NHL last year; but many
of them did, including Orr, the
dazzling but injury-riddled
Boston defenseman; right
wing Rene Robert of Buffalo's
famed French Connection
line; and high-scoring Van-
couver right wing Dennis
Ververgaert, an all-star last
season.
NHL President Clarence
Campbell, looking at the of-
ficial roster in his Montreal
office, said Monday, "You
could make a very powerful
team out of the players on this
list." Some of those listed are
within days of signing new
contracts with their current
clubs, among them goalie
Gilles Meloche of California
and defenseman Serge Savard
of Montreal.
Other well-known NHL
players who have obtained the
free agent status, according to
The Associated Press poll,
include goalies Denis Herron
of the Kansas City Scouts and
Ken Lockett of the Vancouver
Canucks; defensemen Dallas
Smith of Boston and Rod
Seiling of the Toronto Maple
Leafs; and forwards Andre
Savard of Boston, Dale Talon
of the Chicago Black Hawks,
Glen Sather of the Minnesota
North Stars and Mike
Corrigan of the Los Angeles
Kings.
Campbell explained by
telephone from his Montreal
office that "There are two
types of free agents: The
traditional type of free agent
— who has no obligations to
anyone — and the free agent
who has a technical meaning
under our equalization by-law.
are both scheduled to start
from the first tee.
The "shotgun" starting
procedure, to be followed for
the second consecutive year in
the tournament, means that
the foursomes will be assigned
to certain tees and everyone
will start play at the same
time upon a signal from the
clubhouse, generally the firing
of a shotgun.
This, tournament officials
said, should permit play in the
tournament to be completed
quicker so -the girls won't be
so late in getting home." The
top several winners in each of
five flights will receive prizes
valued at several hundreds of
dollars.
The ladies, their pairings, and their
starting tees are as follows
NO. 1 TEE -- Beverly Parker, Mary
Jo Riddle and Beth Franklin.
NO I TEE - Mary Bain. HarrietDrusch, Jeriene Sullivan and BettyLowry
NO. 3 TEE -Nancy Howell, Mary
Jane Alford, Virginia Davis and Wanda
Mullinat.
NO. 3 TE Pa - carol Hibbard, bet-
ty Jo Purdorn, Phyllis Kain and Wanda
Pack.
NO 4 TEE - Jeanie Brien. Ruth
Venela Sexton and Frances
Ilutse
NO. 5 TEE - Dons Young, Mary Ann
McQuary, Ida Bell Newman and Betty
Shepard.
NO 5 TEE ePa Evelyn Jones, Sue
Morris, Virginia Everette amid Madelyn
Lamb.
NO. 6 TEE - Margaret Hutiluneon,
Margaret Shuffett. TON Hopeon and
Christine Umbech
NO 8 TEE - Sue Brown, Faye Nell
Mitchell, Teens King and Doris Thomas
NO. 9 TEE - Betty Stewart, Inus Orr,
Easie Poole and Pauline Green
NO 9 TEE B Millie Brown. DotArnold, Hilda Jackson and VirguusHoward.
NO. 10 TEE - Eulene Holland, Jamie
Hutchens. Betty Nelson and /Allan cot-
NO. 11 TEE - Sandy Coleman, Diane
Villanova, Vicki Nance and Polly Seale
NO. /3 TEE - tenth' Anderson, Edna
Law, Mary- Bogard and Cathryn Garrott
NO. 13 TEE - Totes Williams, Nell
Roach, Jeanie Morgan and Carrie
Lamb.
NO ii TEE P Jean Wilson. Jean
Doxsee, Itlyoka Wheeler and Eveiyn
Kesterson.
NO. 14 TEE -- Nita Kay Taylor, Ann
Nelson and Laurene Sherman
NO. 14 TEE B - Dorothy Stw•rman,
Grace James, Mabel Rogers and
Euldene Robinson
NO. 15 TEE - Emma Lou story, Della
Boggess, Sally Carpenter and Nancy
Fa:Amt.
NO. 15 TEE B - Dee Albright, GalaLedbetter. Angle Manning and Mary.Brookshire
NO 16 TEE - Ann Henderson,
Rowena Cullom Bertha Beasley and
Edith Garman
NO. IS TEE B - Margaret Schmidt,.Frances Taker, Anna Mary Adams end
Clara Mae Wolfe.
-NO 18 TEE -- Sue Costello, Judy Ma.Daniels, Rainey Apperson and los
iamb





9 a.m. - 2 p.m.
tile ettae
Dr V W Ethenon
101 N. 5th St
Free MturielaarYinKgY Tests,
repairs and batteries
on all make hearing
aids, plenty of free
parking. For house
calls dial 4744647
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Federal State Market News Sen, Ice
June 1.1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act 764 Est 500 Barrows
Gilts fully .50 higher Sows 50-1 00 higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbe ... ;so 50-50 75
US 1-3 200-240 lbs ISO 00-50.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. 649.25-50.00
US 3-4 260-260 1 bs $4$2S-49 Z
Sows
US I-2270-35010e ,140.00-41 00
US 1-3 300-450 'be 14030-4150
IJS 1-3 450-650 the 641 00-42.00 few 4250
US 2-3 300-500 be .120.00-40.00
Boars 33 00-35 00
Attempt At Overhauling Federal
Criminal Code Dies In Congress
WASHINGTON (AP) - Bill
Si, the massive attempt to
overhaul and codify federal
criminal law, is dead for this
session of Congress because of
a deadlock between liberals




























19 Malay canoe 10 Chicke
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20 Aroma 1 1 Conjun
ction
21 Tiny particle 16 Girl s name
23F ellow • . 18 Cries like
countryman cow
27 Wild 20 Auricular
29 Suits 21Late,
30 F rench art i• 22 Plague
cle 24 Burning
31 Make lace
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This is the conclusion of the
bill's chief sponsors, Sens.
John L. McClellan, D-Ark.,
and Roman L. Hruska, R-
Neb., and others closely in-
volved in the long struggle
over the measure.
About two months ago
McClellan and Hruska offered
concessions in an effort to
overcome liberal objections,
but they have had no response
to indicate any agreement can
be reached.
McClellan and Hruska have
not abandoned all hope for
Senate passage of the bill this
year, but they see no chance
for House action before the
adjournment of Congress.
Senate passage would
enhance the possibility of final
action in the nest Congress,
but there also is growing doabt
that it is feasible to pass a bill
of this magnitude.
One sponsor, Republican




and obscenity may have to be
handled on a piece-meal basis.
The bill marks the first
attempt to consolidate federal
criminal law into a single




The 799-page bill was
approved last fall by the
Senate Judiciary Committee's
subcommittee on criminal
Hruska is the committee's 
alaws chaired by McClellan ccord on the subje
ct of.
ranking minority member. It




To the surprise of many
liberals, McClellan and
Hruska agreed to drop a
limited revival of the death
Pe 
to abandon tightening
Senate Democratic Leader present laws against
Mike Mansfield was joined by disclosure, of classified in-
Scott on Feb. 9 in a memo to formation, and to make other
Judiciary Committee rnajorchangesinthebill.
members urging a corn- McClellan and Hruska said
promise. that some of the liberals'
In response to this proposals were unacceptable
leadership appeal, a trio of as advanced but suggested
committee liberals - Sens, they could be compromised.
Edward M. Kennedy, D- Kennedy, Hart and
Mass., Philip A. Hart, 1). 
Abourezkce
lied the response
Mich., and James Abourezk, of McClellan and Hruska to
D-S.D., - submitted a list of their proposals constructive.
what they called essential Since then no meeting of the
changes in the bill, senators has taken place, nor
They said that if McClellan has there been any counter
and Hruska would accept proposal from the liberals or
these, it would constitute "a any other sign of progress
first step in reaching some toward breaking the impasse.
Gable Says Timber
Cutting Is Designed
To Test Kentucky Law
STEARNS, Ky. (AP) - Coal
and timber operator Robert
Gable contends his logging
operations in southeastern
Kentucky are an effort to get a
OH, YOUR
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HIM IN THE ARENA...
A GAINeT A LION Z
legal clarification of the
state's Wild Rivers Act.
But an official of the state
Department for Natural
Resources and Environmental
Protection says there's more
to it than an attempt to start
legal action. •
Gable, a Republican who
lost a race for governor last
fall, admits he's trying to get
the department-which is
supposed to protect the
rivers-to seek a court in-
junction against his logging
operations.
Gable says he will cut more
than 10,000 acres of timber
along protected 'stretches of
the Big South Fork of the
Cumberland River, west of
Stearns in McCreary County.
The Wild Rivers Act forbids
Umber cutting within a 2,500-
foot-wide protected zone along
the rivers it covers, including
the Big South Fork.
If the state goes to court to
stop him, Gable said, the
ensuing legal action should
uphold his argument that the
Wild Rivers Act is a "taking"
of land.
Because the act prevents
landowners from using
proteeted sections of their
land as they wish, he said,
they should be entitled to be
paid in full for their holdings.
In a suit filed last week,
Gable says his companies
should be paid $20 million for
about 30,000 acres he claims
have been "taken" or sub-
stantially "damaged" by the
restrictions imposed under the
act.
Perry R. White Jr., general
counsel for the natural
resources department, agrees
that if the state obtained an
injunction against the timber
cutting, recent court rulings
probably would support
Gable's claim that he is en-
titled to be paid for the
property.
"The only question then
would be how much we'd have
to pay," White said.
But White contends the
main reason for Gable's
-legal maneuvers" relates to
Army Corps of EnginArs
plans for a 123,000-acre park in
the area.
The Big South Fork National
River and Recreation Area
was authorized by Congress in
1973, though it has not yet been
appropriated any funds.
White charged that by
hinting of large-scale logging
plans and new 'mining plans in
the area, Gable is trying to
raise public concern and thus
the selling price of thousands
of acres the corps will need to
buy from Gable's company for
the recreation area.
Gable insists that his order
to begin cutting timber had
nothing to do with the federal
recreation area, and is only an
attempt to get " just
compensation" under the Wild
Rivers Act.
White said even if that is
Gable's only purpose. "he's
cutting down trees he doesn't
need to cut in order to force
some legal conclusions in
another area
And that's shameful,"
White said, "because the Big
South Fork is one of the most
beautiful places in the state."













































Route 1, Box 39 Far-
mington, Ky. 345-2306-
Just off 564 between
Farmington and High-
way 94. Open 6 days, 12
noon-8 p.m. Closed
Fridays.




pickup truck tires, Hi-
Way tread. 700x15" - 6
ply $24.36 + $2.83 FE
Tax. 750x16" - 8 ply
$31.23 -4- $3.59 FE Tax.
Traction typed 4 ply
whitewall, G78x15" -
$21.04 + $2.58 FE Tax.
H78x15" - $22.28 + $2.80
FE Tax. 700x15" - 6 ply
$28.27 + $3.16 FE Tax.
750x16 - 8 ply $37.39 +








, portable. etsy•tbese carpet ClIantng
machine that gently
• rinses carpet hbers with
not water and
clewing solutten
• loner* and lifts dirt
























3. Card Of Thanks
WE WANT TO THANK
everyone for the many
acts of kindness shown
to us during the loss of
our husband and father,
Tom Wilkerson. For the
prayers, the calls and
visits, the flowers, the
food, and the neighbors
who ministered to us in
our home, we are
eternally grateful. We
also appreciate the
consoling words of Bro.
Lawson Williamson.
Bro. Norman Culpep-
per, and Bro. John
Pippin, and the beautiful
music' provided by
Patsy Neale. To all
those who were so
helpful, we say ''Thank
you so much." Mrs. Tom
Wilkerson and children.
5. Lost And found
LOST TAFFY colored
Cocker Spaniel in
vicinity of Doran Rd.
Call 753-7145.
6 Help Wanted
SOMEONE TO SELL OR
BUY Watkins Products.
Call Zone manger, 753-
5550.
WANT woman to stay








14. Want To Buy
USED AIR CON-
DITIONER. Call Dill





15. Articles For Sale
HI NEIGHBOR! Tried
Blue Lustre for cleaning
carpets? It's super!
Rent electric sham-









cleaner Blue Lustre is




Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
WEED EATER, $29.95, to







34.49 + 2.49 FE Tax. FR
78 x 14" - 36.06 + 2.69.
GR 78 x 14" or 15" -37.92
+ 2.97 FE Tax. HR 78 x
14" or 15" - 39.58 + 3.15
FE Tax. LR 78 x 15" -
41.57 + 3.47 FE Tax.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
FRESH CUT OAK bean
poles and tomato stakes.
Can be seen at 609
Sycamore.
PLENTY OF FOUR Pr.
fluorescent light with
reflectors, heavy duty
type. Like new. Call or
see James D. Futrell




beds with bookshelf at
headboard. Single
$65.00. Set $100. Call 753-
2649
17. Vacuum Cleaners •
ELECTROLUX SALES




and Service, 500 Maple












combine with 14' grain
header. Call 345-2666.
TD 14-A dozer for sale.




FOUR ROW John Deere
cultivator. Call 753-3696.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing





track to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See at no.





Plastic put under house.
Kelley Termite and Pest
Control, 753-3914.
24. Miscellaneous
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.
quality, $10.99 per bale.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
Tenn.
CUSTOM MA TIM ESS ES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.
Buy direct and save on
all Rattresses,
Helthopedic or foam
West Ky. Mattress, 1136
South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1443-7232.
XL250 Honda 1975, $750.00





Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way 732), red worms,
Canadian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894 after 5 D.m.
16' GLASSPAR boat and
trailer, $575.00. CB
walkie talkie 23 channel,
also accordian. Call 436-
2516.
TRUCK LOAD TIRE
Sale. The Wide Ones
with raised white let-
ters, guaranteed.
G70X14" or 15" -25.78 +
2.87 FE Tax. G60x14" or
15"-27.59 + 3.01 FE Tax.




and 6 chairs, excellent
condition., big chair, jr
dresses 7-11. Call 753-
3356.
BLACK AND DECKER
electric edger. 1974 7bn
h. p. 26" Yazoo mower,
good condition. Call 753-
7836.
GRANDFATHER
CLOCK plus other old
ciocks, churns, kerosene
lamps, railroad lanterns.










































































































































or 15" - 25.78 +
Tax. Cr60x14" or
+ 3.01 FE Tax.




















turn table, with an-
tiskate control, cueing
lever, counter balance
tone arm, AM-FM tuner
and 90 watt amplifier.
$250. Call 753-1469.
27. Mobile Home Sales
MOBILE HOME for sale,
1973 model 12' x 52' two
bedroom, all electric,
central heat, air con-
ditioned. Call 436-5854.
1971 KINGSWOOD 12 x 65,
2 bedroom, 2 baths,
central heat and air. All
electric. Call 489-2317 or
489-2666 or 489-2348.
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.





Riviera Cts. Priced to
sell quickly. Call 767-
4055.
MOBILE HOME'for sale
or rent. Two bedroom,
lot 78 - Shady Oak.
Paducah, call 1-442-8416
after 4 p.m.
1972 MOBILE HOME, 12
x 60, all electric. Call
489-2317 or 489-2348 or
489-2666.
31E.A .Attsk. 3E" X 310 7E1
28 Healing & Cooling
6,000 BTU AIR Condition.
$75.00. Call 753-1358.




Call after 5 - 753-8216.
31 Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-5672.
LOOKING FOR FUR-
NISHED 2 bedroom
house with backyard for
married couple and
large dog. Call 767-2753.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-






peted, central heat and
air. $130.00 per month.



















Full or Port Time
Unuuoi opportunity fo, man 3, women Newly developed AUTO
MATIC MERCHANDISE VENDORS frooturtng ad•ertised
products Corneae, estotyliseed ours, y urea in
westward of 5.3,795 00 •111C1iI.1 WrIt• for round floor tintans








by Gene Johnson (12 years experience.
Specializing .
•All types of automotive glass.
•Condenser & gas tank repair.
209 S. 7th 753-1751
Check Our Prices First!
Nice House...One Acre Lot
Near Stella. Has new septic tank, new roof, new
floor furnace, new pump, new plumbing and






Don Tucker 153 1930 Chuck Shuflett /53 4560
502 Maple 753-4342
32 Apartments For Rent
ONE BEDROOM
APARTMENT on 5k-4 7th
and Vine. Call 753-2818.
1600 WISWELL Road






utility room, bath. $175
month, 753-3865.
FURNISHED APART-
MENT, 304 N. 4th. Call
753-8175.





ments, South 16th. Call
753-6609.




carport. Extra nice. No
pets. Call 436-2266.
SEVEN ROOM HOUSE













lines. Call 753-6412 or
753-0957 after 4 p.m.
41. Public Sales
HOUSEHOLD CON-
TENTS Auction at 111
South 10th, Murray. On
June 5, 1976 at 200 p.m.
Property cannot be seen
until day of sale. Wayne
Wilson Auctioneer.
43. Real Estate
ROBERTS R EA LT
located on South 12th
at Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to
serve you plus twenty
years exclusive real
estate experience. Call
753-1651 or come by our
office. We like to talk
REAL ESTATE.
Accessible Yet Secluded
this fine 20 acre farm
with a 4 bedroom home
will be just right for
your family. There is a
creek that flows year
around to provide water
for cattle or horses.
Farm could be used for
a hog operation. The
property is located on
the Tucker-Garland
Road about two miles
north of Ky. 121.
Immediate possession.
John C. Neubauer Real






floors, built-in range and
refrigerator, electric
wall heat and air con-
ditioner. Outside
storage building. All on
two nice lots. Call 753-





REALTY, 711 Main We
have recently sold five
farms in Calloway
County and have had
many inquiries
regarding all types of
farm land and acreage
tracts. If you have a
farm or acreage tract to
sell, contact Bill Kop-
perud, 753-1222 Also if
you have been wanting
to purchase acreage,
contact us for an update
on properties listed for
sale in Calloway County.
We at KOPPERUD
REALTY provide a








NtVER MINI) wHAT 11-1E•MiS PA'.
TOR IT AT TORT 9E104114G. "
=11111111
35 ACRES NEAR Ky.
Lake, Kirby Jennings
Trail. $400 per acre.
Address to P. 0. Box
32H, Murray.
SELL YOUR HOME. Just
listed new home nearing
completion in Can-
terbury Estates, this is a
custom built 3 bedroom,
2 bath with pella win-










personal, full time Real
Estate Service.
ON 641 SOUTH, 10 room, 4
br., 2 bath, brick home
with den, dining room,
and full basement. Wall
to wall carpet, and lots
of extras. On 11/2 acres.
At rear of property is a 5
car clean-up shop with
air compressor, heaters,
furniture for office, and
coke machine. Call Guy
Spann Realty for ap-
pointment, 753-7724.
loiCoNE
Sewell upeeep this 7 Ito, 4
bedroom 7 beer 2 ronges
rented yrucLo o, N Ste
Only 53 1 900 00
SMALL FARM
With beu.3,44 trams 7
bedroom dwelling tel TO y
30 expert 8 r 8 storage
within 1 , w,,Ie 34 ty Lobe
WILSON REALTY
Can 753 3263 anytime
44. Lots For Sale
BY OWNER-LOTS for
mobile homes on Ky.
Lake and near Murray.




Barkley lot in Rock-




Dr., Route 3, Cynthiana,
Ky. 41031, Call 606-234-
6130.
45 Farms For Sate
155 ACRES located 1 mile
South of Sedalia, Ky. on
blacktop road. Known as
Dr. Kirksey farm. 125




46 Homes For Sale
Brightly decorated













Call 753-6387 for ap-
pointment.





garage. Priced to sell
at $12,500.00. Call 753-
0675.
46. Homes For Sate
HOUSE AN O LOT. Three
bedroom, and out-
building, 3 miles Nor-
theast of Farmington. 12
miles from Murray.




DINGS 3 or 4 bedroom
brick, over 2,000 sq. ft.
Excellent condition in
Canterbury Estates.
Call after 5. Upper 40's.
753-9513.













Sale. 4 ply polyester
white wall premium
grade, guaranteed.
A78x13" - 15.99+1.74 FE
Tax. C78x13" - 16.88 +
2.27 FE Tax. E78x14" -
18.25 + 2.27. F78x14" -
18.95 + 2.39. G78x14" or
15" - 20.88 + 2.58.
H78x15" - 21.88 + 2.80.
L78x15" - 23.99 + 3.08.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tenn.








1968 FORD LTD Wagon,
good mechanically,
interior good, new
starter and fuel pump,
good tires. $500.00 or
best offer Call 753-0668





conditon. Call days 753--
1362, night 436-5380.
1973 DATSUN 260Z ex-
cellent condition. Local
owner, priced to sell.







New tires plus tape
player. Call 474-2241.
1962 MERCURY runs
good. Cheap. Call 753-






call 753-2287 after 5, 762-
2851 8 to4:30.
1973 DODGE CHARGER.
power and air. $2,200
Call 753-6564.
49 Use0 Ors & Trucks
1973 CHEVROLET
Laguna F.state wagon, 9
passenger. Call 753-1986






LOOK! What a $125 will
buy. 1967 two door Olds,
runs good, body needs
work. Call 753-0605.
1971 "Jeepster Com-
mando," V6, 4 wheel
drive, with hard top,
good condition, $1,975.
Call 753-7405 after 6 p.m.
50. Campers
16' TRAILER, camper.
Sleeps six. Call 753-
4904. 
1974 LARK FOLD-OUT,
swing out stove, canopy,
sleeps 6. Call 753-1986.
16' SPRITE CAMPER









clean rugs of all kinds.
In business, homes,
and institution rugs






and exterior by the


























rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Septic tank
rock, rip-rap, decorated
rock, masonry and fill
sand. By load or ton.
Clifford Garrison, 753-
















INSULATION blown in by
SEARS save on these
high heat and cooling








struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A, Paducah, Ky.






or dry foam shampoo
method. We fully
guarantee all work to
customers satisfaction.
Call collect for free
estimates, 247-7333.
CLOWNS FOR HIRE. All
kinds of events, parties,
juggling, magic, fun.
Call "Pockets" 767-4747.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.









glass table tops and
shelves. Also patio
doors, insulated glass.
M di G Complete Glass




and dirt. Call 437-4533.
after 8 p.m. Call 1-354
8161 or 1-354-8138.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
home and industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plumbing
and heating. Call 47E-
8841 or 753-7203.
On Pottertown Road
Home, business and income property all in one
package Ideal set up for auto clean up shop, living
quarters and extra trailer rental space. located on
beautiful well-drained 200 x 200 lot Shop, double-wide
trailer and extra trailer rental space all together




Furnished and unfurnished apart-










4124, South 4th Street.
Across from Hi-
Burger.
WILL BUSH .1-10G lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0
Parks.
JOHN IS NO LONGER






















drapes, you pay only
for material used.
Over 150 patterns, 15
per cent off during
month of May only. P.





May 1, extremely good
rates. Call 753-1960.

















$2.00 per hour plus
parts. Mower blades
and saws sharpened
94 E. to 280 E. past saw
mill road across bridge
first gravel road left L-2
mile.
FENCE SALE AT SEARS
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates of your needs.
EXPERT BICYCLE
repair, parts and ser-









The prepiant her bicide
thet won t hold back
your beans.
ci we' sL..ei , soars atter soytyiesems
come ugnalinough stress tor your
crop to 00(114pd with The last thing it
needs re added pressure from
herbicide
Totban has excellent crop tolerance;
even when Its cold and wet So your
beans take the cold, wet weather
better
Totban gross you conestent control
of most annual grasses And some
broadleaf weeds.
Sae us about Tolban. Find out for
yourself how it can help your beans
start strong, and finish clean
Save time, energy and money. Let us
custom apply rat no additional cost )
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Investigators Attempt To Draw
Line Between Illegal, Immoral
WASHINGTON (AP ) —
Investigators are trying to
draw a fine line between
immorality and illegality in
connection with allegations by
Elizabeth Ray that other
congressmen besides Wayne
Hays were involved in sexual
relations with House
Funerals
The funeral for Mrs. Ger-
trude Dalton Waldrop of
Farmington Route One, Bell
City community, is being held
today at two p.m. at the chapel
of the Max Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. James
Lawson officiating and Mrs.
Oneida White playing the
organ.
Serving as pallbearers are
Hassel Windsor, James Boyd
Harding, Joel Lemans, Ellis
Wilkerson, Joseph Hawkins,
and Hafford McReynolds.
Burial will be in the Story's
Chapel Cemetery.
Mrs. Waldrop, age 80, died
Monday at 1:05 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was preceded in
death by her husband, Alva
Waldrop in February 1974, and
was a member of the Mt.
Pleasant Cumberland
Presbyterian Church. Born
November 15, 1895, in
Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Johnny
Dalton and Dovie Farris
Dalton.
Survivors are one daughter,
Mrs. Carl (Bonnie Lee) Keel,
and one son, J. D. Waldrop,




David Waldrop, and Michael
Keel; five great grand-
children, David, Steven, and
Buffy Waldrop, Stephanie
Keel, and Jason Rudolph
Mrs. Katie Hall
Dies At Her Home
The funeral for Mrs. Katie
B. Hall, widow of James B.
Hall of Farmington Route One
was held Monday at 3:30 p.m.
at the chapel of the Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield, with
Bro. Harvey Lynn Elder and
Bro. Alfred Colley officiating.
Pallbearers were Phillip
Hall, Jerry Hearn, N. G.
Moore, Jr., Larry Wood.
Harry Hamlet, and Holland
Shelton. Burial was in the
Farmington Cemetery.
Mrs. Hall, age 90, died
Saturday at 4:50 p.m. at her
home. She is survived by one
son, John B. Hall, Mayfield;
two daughters, Mrs. Fred
Harrison, Farmington Route




Subscribers els° bee. not
..ecirved ,Oft,r home
delmered copy of lli•
Mserrey Lebow & Tones by
5:30 p.m Monday Friday or
irc 3 p m m, Saterdays
W$ urged to cell 733-1916
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mow Wee delivery
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employes, a source close to
the investigation says.
"We have to weed out the
personal and moral im-
proprieties from those which
involve violations of the law,"
the source said Monday,
emphasizing: "We don't care
who's sleeping with whom."
Requiring an employe to
provide sex as part of her job
could violate a law aginst
misuse of federal funds.
"She (Miss Ray) has named
other congressmen" involved
in sexual activities with
female House employes, the
source said Monday, "but the
question remains: Did the
taxpayer foot the bill?"
With Congress returning
today, there was expected to
be new pressure on Hays to






Thomas P. O'Neill has said he
will tell Hays that some
members of Congress think
his problems may have a
direct impact on their efforts
to win re-election.
"The institutional integrity
of the Congress is at stake,"
said Rep. Ken Hechler, D-
W.Va. "The presumption of
innocence, a, fundamental
American principle, must not
blind us to the fact that serious
charges appear to be unan-
swered and unexplained."
But Rep. James Corman, D-
Calif., said simply: "I don't
want to see Wayne get hung
prematurely."
Meanwhile, it was learned
that Rep. Mendel Davis, D-
S.C., is being questioned in the
investigation. Davis hired
Miss Ray last summer on the
recommendation of Hays, a
Democrat from Ohio. Miss
Ray said she did no work and
was on the government
payroll only as Hays'
mistress.
It was not known if Davis
was questioned about matters
beyond his dec.sion to hire
Miss Ray.
Hays has admitted asking
Davis to hire Miss itay. He
also acknowledges later hiring
her for his House
Administration Committee
staff but said she was hired to
be a secretary and nothing
else.
Davis was in South Carolina
on Monday, and could not be
reached for comment.
Miss Ray is likely to appear
this week before a federal
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Some government agencies
are reducing their public
questionnaires in response to
White House orders to cut
such paperwork, but other
agencies actually have in-
creased the number of their
forms.
Over-all, about 50 depar-
tments, independent agencies
and other offices are involved
in the White House campaign
to reduce public paperwork 10
per cent by June 30.
Last Oct. 31, these units
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake. 7 a.m. 359.1,
down 0.1.
Below dam 303.9, up 0.1.
Barkley Lake, 7 a.m. 359.3,
down 0.2.
Below dam 310.2, fall of 2.2.
Sunset 8:10. Sunrise 5:39.
Moon sets 10:26 p.m.
See Us For
Your Home Loan
Okla MOM t WOO
Ione Merl





grand jury investigating the
matter. She has been granted
immunity from prosecution to
testify. Hays may be invited to
testify voluntarily before the
grand jury.
Miss Ray already has told
federal investigators she
knows of six other women
whose congressional jobs
involved providing sex to
congressmen or their con-
stituents, sources have said.
Prosecutors must deter-
mine two things: Whether the
stories are true and whether
they involve criminal activity.
"That women were passed
around among congressmen
doesn't necessarily interest
us," said the source. "We'd
only be interested if it in-
volved violation of federal
law, such as misuse of tax
dollars.
Max Sachamoski, of Paducah, Kentucky, glassblower
for twenty-three years for Union Carbide, Nuclear
Division, demonstrated his skill to two large sessions of
Murray High students recentiy in the school's art depart-
ment. In the evening he was guest of the Murray Kiwanis
Club and repeated his program at that time. Sachar-
noski came to this area from Millville, New Jersey,
where, after completing high school, be became ap-
prentice in 1939 at the Hester Glass Company. From
1942 to 1953 he worked at the Laboratory Glass Com-
pany in Millville, and in 1953 accepted a position with
Union Carbide where he is now employed.
This Commuter Travels 600 Miles
From Home In Kentucky To His Job
CARTER CITY, Ky. (AP) --
Many people live in the
country and travel to and from
their jobs in the city, but Jack
Cales must be setting some
kind of record for distance.
The 31-year-old Eastern
Airlines pilot commutes
regularly from his home near
Carter City in eastern Ken-
tucky to his job in New York
City, a distance .of some 600
miles by air.
Cales and his wife and three
children are part of an ever-
growing trend in the United
States: the move to escape
cities and their complications
and problems and live a
quieter, more easy-going life
in the country.
They moved to eastern
Kentucky a year ago from
Miami, Fla. "There just isn't
any farm land available
around Miami," Cales said.
To get to work, Cales drives
50 miles to Tri-State Airport at
Huntington, -W.Va., and
catches a jet to New York,
where Eastern Airlines is
based.
He pilots regular com-
mercial flights to various
cities across the country,
mainly from New York to




Cales doesn't make the trip
every day. His assignments
cover three consecutive days
of flying before he gets
compensating time off.
Sometimes he's able to
"double up" on flying
assignments to get more days
at home.
But what brought him to the
hills of Kentucky?
"This is a beautiful country
and I always dreamed of
getting back here. I wanted to
live on a farm, but I wanted to
make certain I had the means
to support my wife and
children. My job with the
airlines has taken care of
that," Cates said.
Although he was born in
Dayton, Ohio, Cales' parents
are natives of eastern Ken-
tucky. He attended Carter
County grade schools for two
years and spent several
summers in the Carter City
area with a grandfather.
His chance to return came
two years ago when a cousin
wrote to tell 'him the old
Jordan farm on a high ridge
about three niiles northwest of
Carter City was for sale.
He, his wife, Joyce, and
their children—Joy, 2, Jef-
frey, 4, and an adopted son,
Paul, 16— moved to the
abandoned farm last spring,
living in a camper trailer
while their new home was
under construction.
The house, a five-bedroom
brick colonial with four
fireplaces, sits on a high knob
overlooking wooded hills.
Joyce Cates, born and
raised in Miami, has made the
were regularly circulating reports 11 per cent from 299 to
5,133 such forms. The goal is to 266, according to the review.
reduce them to 4,637. The Ariculture Department,
But a recent report by the which ranked second only to
Office of Management and HEW in original volume, had
Budget in the White House cut its questionnaires about
said that by March 31 the 5.1 percent, from 794 to 754,
reports still totaled 5,012 or a
reduction of only 2.7 per cent
from last fall.
When Ford announced his
campaign last fall to reduce
the reports, he said that
"American citizens are un-
derstandably exasperated by
the complexity of reporting to
the federal government." The
President directed that
agencies produce "prompt
results" in reducing the
volume of reports.
One reason that progress
has been slow is that new
reports keep cropping up. For
example, the OMB analysis
said that in March some 147
forms were abandoned by the
federal bureaucracy. But
between March 16 and April
15, 79 new ones were put in
operation.
According to the OMB
report, the Department of
Health, Education and
Welfare had the most
questionnaires when the
campaign began. And by
March 31, HEW had increased
its reports eight-tenths of 1 per
cent to 966 from 958.
Other major agencies which
also increased their reports
during the five-month period
included the Commerce
Department, 574 to 577; the
Justice Department, 166 to
167, and the State Depart-
ment, 31 to 32.
The Department of Tran-
sportation was the only major
agency that met or exceeded
Ford's reduction goal by




Members of the J. N.
Williams Chapter of the
United Daughters of the
Confederacy will participate
in the, special 168th birthday
celebration of Jefferson Davis
at the Jefferson Davis
Momurnent at Fairview on
Sunday. June 6.
Miss Maude Nance and Mrs.
John J. Livesay, president and
second vice-president
respectively of the Kentucky
Division of the UDC, both
from New Concord, will
participate in the program
which will start at 1:30 pm.
following a barbecue luncheon
to be served at 11:30 a.rn at
the monument.
The program will be
presented by the Sons of the
Confederacy with the intro-
ductions to be by Lou Delle
McIntosh, assistant director
of Recreational Parks,
Museums, and Shrines of
Kentucky. The invocation will
be by Rev. Alvis Lee, the
welcome by Senator pat
McCuiston, and the historian's
notes by Col. Charles Long.
Miss Confederate will be
crowned from a field of
contestants at the celebration.
Members of the UDC will be
hostesses and judges for the
special event,
adjustment to farm life and
likes it.
She said she's always
wanted to live on a farm
because she loves animals.
-And I love it here in Ken-
tucky. I have no desire to go
back to Miami," she said.
The Cales have 10 head of
cattle, three horses and three
collies—"and my flock of
chickens," Mrs. Cales said.
Cales said his wife has
developed some frontier
qualities since the move.
-Joyce taught herself to use
the bush hog and the small
bulldozer we have," he said.
"While I'm away flying, she's
busy clearing more land."
The hilltop farm covers 140
acres. The nearest neighbor is
more than a mile away. Cales
said he plans to clear an area
for a 3,000-foot airstrip to
make it easier to get back and
forth to New York.
The pilot paused to listen to
a bullfrog down by the pond
and a whippoorwill calling
from the nearby woods.
By The Associated Press
Thunderstorms propelled by
an advancing cold front have
left scattered wind and hail
damage across Kentucky but
no reported injuries or severe
destruction.
The National Weather
Service issued a tornado
watch for the western end of
the state as the storms moved
through late Monday.
A tornado warning was in
effect for a short time after a
funnel cloud was indicated on
radar in Warren County.
The weather service said
conditions existed in which
tornadoes could form in areas
of Kentucky west of a line
from Henderson to Murray.
State Police at Mayfield
said a camper reported seeing
a funnel cloud touch down at
the mouth of Jonathan Creek,
on the western shore of
Kentucky Lake in Marshall
County, throwing a spray of
water about ZOO feet. No
damage or injuries were
reported, police said.
State Police said a tree blew
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Here comes Courier '76. Coming on
strong with its built-in toughness
Its got a lot of new features like
optional 5-speed transmission and new
soft-ride package. And its ready to take
anything you've got, 'cause its a gutsy
little truck
See the exciting new Courier, shown
here with optional Convenience and
Decor Group and sporty dual accent tape
stripes. At selected Ford Dealers now
down across U.S. 31-W at
Muldraugh Hill, about 15
miles southwest of Louisville,
and that Kentucky 44 was
blocked by a downed tree two




backing up on both roads but
the trees were removed and
traffic began to flow again in
about an hour.
Later in the evening, heavy
rain reduced visibility and
caused a number of minor
accidents that blocked nor-
thbound traffic on Interstate
75 approaching Cincinnati.
Traffic was Sacked up as far
as three miles before the high-
way was cleared, the
American Automobile
Association reported.
Storms in the Louisville
area kept about 100 Louisville
Gas & Electric Co. repairmen
busy repairing power failures.
A thunderstorm dumped
about three-quarters of an
inch of hail on Shelbyville and
accompanying winds did roof
damage to a shopping center
and a tobacco warehouse,
police said.
Police said the storm also
blew down trees and power
lines in some areas of Shelby
County and downed trees
temporarily blocked traffic on
Kentucky 53 north of
Shelbyville.
A storm that passed through
London generated little wind
but dumped up to 2 inches of
marble-sized hail in some
areas of Laurel County,
damaging crops and tobacco
plants that had been set out,
officials reported.
The weather service said
scattered showers and
thundershowers would con-
tinue through Tuesday and
predicted that lakes and
streams would rise slightly
due to the runoff.
The weather service said no
flooding was expected, but
warned that small streams
could rise rapidly during brief
heavy rains, falling quickly
again after the rain. Boat
owners were advised to check
their moorings.
Supermarket Destroyed
In Fire In Louisville
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
About 75 firemen battled a
blaze for an hour arid a half
last night before it destroyed a
Kroger supermarket in a
shopping center here.
No injuries were reported in
the fire at the Iroquois Manor
Shopping Center.
Kroger officials said they
were unable to estimate the
damage done to the store. The
blaze was brought under
control early this morning.
Firefighters were able to
prevent the blaze from
spreading to other businesses
in the shopping center.
However, a department store
next to the supermarket
sustained water and smoke
damage, officials said.
The cause of the fire was not
known.
RABBIT MEAT
PRAGUE AP ) — The con-
sumption of rabbit meat in
Czechoslovakia dropped from
13 per cent of total meat con-
sumption in 1936 to three per
cent III 1975.
REVIVAL GOES ON
Miracles have been seen in each service. Yes, God has
been doing great things in this revival. To Him we give
the praise! Pastor Jerry Hendley and the congregation
of First Assembly of God, 16th and Glendale, invite
you to attend each service with Evangelist Danny
Froze each night this week through Sunday, June
6 at 7 p. m.
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